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Don't Learn Safety By Accident!
Be Alert, Don't Get Hurt
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\trs. Paul Cunning-
id emergency cer-
ners are Mrs. Sara
Ito will teach science
High pupils; James
Senior High science
s Violet Claire Sills,
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gt leastside; Mrs. Jose-
*ore, who taught at
Tenn., last year, and
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of Kentucky this sum-
litter two will teach
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pel a vocal instructor
Miss Betty Lindle to
Mr. Taylor said.
Bard of Education will
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who will spent that
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his master's degree
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then move his fam-
Board passed a resolution
its secretary to write
to County Judge Clyde
numng its approval of the.
request to the State Tax
' n that it lend aid here
a fair and equitable
ent in and for Cald-
lady. The letter has been
.Taylor said.
J. D. Stevens was re-
acretary to the super-
and elected treasurer
Board of Education, re-
l. W. Meyers. This ac-
as taken to consolidate
of the board in the
tithe superintendent, Mr.
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Sallie Harralson, Prince-
loved eldest citizen, has
eitically ill at her home
Jefferson street the last
days. A member of the
, sad Wednesday her con-
ken was believed to be
, Improved.
.te Sunday On
Motor Trip
arid Mrs. Thos. J. Simmons
. and Mrs. Stanley Sharp
leave Sunday on a motor
trip to California, via
route and return-
way. They expect to
any points of interest en
ad to spend about one
la California.
Chiba Seriously III
kis B. Chilton, N. Dar-
became seriously ill
morning and is confin-
bet bed. A registered nurse
Paducah arrived Tuesday
k attend Mrs. Chilton.
Miss Florida, 1948
Eighteen year-old Rosemary
Carpenter of Miami Beach,
Fla., holds the trophy she won
in the Miss Florida beauty
pageant at Jacksonville. Five
feet six inches tall, weighing
120 pounds, she is now eligible
to compete in the Miss Ameri-
ca contest at Atlantic City.
She was victorious over a field
of eighteen contestants. (AP
Wirephoto)
Rotary To Install
Officers July 6
Retiring President Cun-
ningham Reports On
Club's Activities
Retiring President Mark Cun-
ningham, of the Princeton Ro-
tary Club, gave a resume' of the
year's activities at the regular
meeting Tuesday night as his
last official act.
Officers to be installed next
week are Dr. W. E. Willis, pres-
ident; Dr. Elwood Cook, vice
president, and Dr. N. T. Cole,
who was reelected secretary and
treasurer.
Hugh Blackburn was welcom-
ed back into the club as a
member.
B. W. Bourne, of Louisville,
was present as guest of Mr.
Cunningham. Attending were six
members of the new Marion
club: Albert Henry, president;
Douglas Sullinger, secretary and
treasurer; Boyce Belt, vice pres-
ident, Tommy Hinch, Bill Frank-
lin and Johnny Williams.
•
Former Leader Employe
Now Serving In Japan
Pfc Randall Jenkins, army
paratrooper and former Leader
employe, arrived this month in
Yokohama, Japan, where his
unit is now stationed, his par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Willie Jen-
kins, said this week.
ew Sears Employe
Mrs. Clay Wilson has accept-
ed a position as saleslady at
Sears Order Office, it is an-
nounced this week by Mrs. Eth-
el French, manager. She replac-
ed Mrs. Gordon Glenn, resigned.
w Texas Gas Line
Serve Princeton
tate natural gas pipeline,
constructed from Texas
to Ohio, which is to pass
north of Princeton
Caldwell county, will
In alleviate severe winter
1113nItes in Kentucky and
'then completed, its pro-
my.
of way and easements
..beat leased by the Texas
rtansmission Corporation in
county for a 26-inch
is to cross this section.
IAon county, a franchise
/tt Wed by the company
"e Fiscal Court. No appli-
for a franchise has been
"this time for a Caldwell
franchise Philip Stevens,
VIM clerk, said.
Hancock, manager of
Gas Company office,
Rentucicy Natural Gas
L., which serves the corn-
1111 receive gas from
.11te• Princeton will be-
from the Texas
"efl
. the new line Is tap-
Present supply lines
6_ 
l.
e
theline will supply
"'Inn &mot, Mr. Han-
cock told The Leader. A line
will be run from Princeton to
the line north of here; but such
installation will not be made for
some time.
An informed source said it is
expected the Texas company will
begin supplying gas to Madison-
ville in December.
Application was made last
week to the Federal Power
Commission for authority to con-
struct the 840-mile pipeline. Con-
struction is planned to begin
within 60 days after the issu-
ance of a certificate of conven-
ience and necessity by the FPC.
First deliveries of gas at the
eastern terminus, near Middles-
town, Ohio, are scheduled for
December, 1949, and full contract
quantities by spring, 1950.
Texas Gas estimated that by
1951 the new line will make
peak day deliveries of 391,800,000
cubic _feet a day. Total annual
deliveries through the line by
1951 will amount to more than
98 billion cubic feet, the a
pplica-
tion to FPC stated.
Estimated cost of construction
of facilities covered in the appl
i-
rtion is $73,500,000.
City Water Rates
To Be Increased
Effective Aug. 1
Move Necessitated To
Permit Pay Raises
For Police And
Other Employes
Effective August 1, city water
rates will be increased as result
of action of the City Council at
Monday night's meeting, attend-
ed by all councilmen and the
mayor.
It was voted to increase mini-
mum charges 25 cents and 50
cents, making them $1.03 and
$1.70, instead of 77 cents and
$1.18, the minima prevailing
for about 18, years, it was said.
The new minima include the
3 percent sales tax paid to the
State.
The lower minimum of $1.03
will be charged consumers who
have only hydrants in their
yards, while the higher mini-
mum, $1.70, will be charged
consumers who have connec-
tions inside their residences.
The higher rates were necessi-
tated, it was said, in order to
permit an increase of about $15
a month in salaries and wages
paid to city employes in the po-
lice, street, water and clerical
department, and will not in-
crease city water rates to more
than is being paid by consumers
in surrounding towns, it was
said.
Requests for salary and wage
increases had been made some
time ago by various employes
to meet increased living cost, it
was said, and since that time one
policeman has resigned because
of insufficient salary to meet
living costs.
Report showed the 1948 tax
books in the hands of the col-
lector, and payment of 1948 taxes
had begun. All taxes paid before
July 20, will receive a 2 per-
cent discount.
Payment of $1,032.50 out of
the sinking fund for interest
charges, due July 1, 1948, on
$59,000 worth of waterworks
bonds was authorized.
VFW To Choose Baby
Contest Winner Friday
The baby contest sponsored
by Princeton Veterans of For-
eign Wars ends Thursday, July
1, Chairman Marvin Pogrotsky
said. The winner, to ride on the
Princeton float in the VFW ral-
ly Saturday at Madisonville,
will be announced Friday. Pic-
tures of babies entered in the
contest may be called for after
Friday at Finkel's Fair Store.
Teachers' Workshop At
Butler Ends Wednesday
A teachers' workshop at But-
ler High School, at which 30
teachers from Lyon, Crittenden
and Caldwell counties studied
handicrafts suitable for class-
room instruction, ended Wednes-
day. Open house and pot-luck
dinner was enjoyed by the group
Friday. Miss Olna Brock, Murray
State instructor, was in charge
of the course.
Miss Eldred Elected
T Executive Committee
At a recent dinner meeting of
r Infantile Paralysis at the
chairmen for the Kentucky Chap-
ter of the National Foundation
Seelbach Hotel, Louisville, Miss
Mary Wilson Eldred, local chair-
man, was elected a member of
the executive committee. Miss.
Eldred said Tuesday a district
meeting of Kentucky counties
in the organizatiop will be held
here in September.le
Regulars Lose, 6-2, At
Calvert City Monday
Princeton Regulars lost, 6 to 2,
to the Legion ball club at Cal-
vert City Monday. The Calvert
City nine scored six runs in the
second and third innings, before
the Princeton team could bring
a runner across the plate. Bob
Stevens pitched the entire game
for the Regulars and allowed
but five hits.
Score by innings: R H E
Princeton 000 110 000-2 7 5
Calvert 024 000 00x-6 5 3
L. C. Taylor Takes New
Post In Bourbon County
L. C. Taylor, superintendent
of Princeton schools the last two
years, left Wednesday with his
family for Paris, where he as-
sumed duties Thursday as prin-
cipal of the new Bourbon Coun-
ty Vocational High School.
Princeton, Kentucky, Thursday, July 1, 1948
Taps For Hero
Number 1
Lieut. Dan Stephens
Last Rites Today
For War Victim
Body Of Lieut. Dan
Stephens, Killed In
Tunisia, Sent Home
Funeral servioes for First
Lieut. William Daniel Stephens,
who died in a British Hospital'
in Algiers two weeks after he
was wounded in Tunisia March,
1943, in World War II, will be
held this afternoon at 2:30
o'clock, at the First Christian
Church with the Rev. Tom W.
Collins officiating.
The body was returned from
overseas several weeks ago and
reached Princeton this morning.
Lieutenant Stephens, a son of
Mr. and Mrs. George H. Steph-
ens, E. Shepardson. street, was a
graduate of Butler High School,
Class of 193'7, and the Univer-
sity of Florida, Gainesville,
where he was a member Jf the
ROTC.
The Christian Church choir
will sing "Face to Face" and
"Sweet Peace, The Gift of
God's Love". Flower girls will
be classmates of Lieutenant
Stephens: Mesdames Frank Gi-
annini, Jr., Grayson Harralson,
George Pettit, Ralph Randolph,
B. W. Giannini, Bill Childress
and Louard Egbert.
Members of the V.F.W. will
serve as pallbearers and be in.
charge of services at the grave-
side. Interment will be in Cedar
Hill Cemetery.
Survivors include his parents
and a brother, George H., Jr.,
of Jackson, Miss.
Water Safety To
Be Taught In July
Course To Be Offered
At Request Of Ky.
Lake Association
A 30-hour water safety instruc-
tor's course will be offered July
12 through July 23 at Kuttawa
Mineral Springs Pool, Kuttawa,
according to an announcement
made by C. A. Horn, water safe-
ty chairman of the Caldwell
Red Cross Chapter. The course
will be conducted by William F.
Ryan, a certified Red Cross in-
structor.
The course is being offered at
the request of the Kentucky
Lake Association to provide life
guards and to train persons in
water safety who may visit the
lake for recreational purposes.
Serving on the water safety
committee with Mr. Horn are
Willard Moore, Dennis Hodge,
the Rev. David Schulherr and
Robert Taylor.
No charge is made for the
course. Students are required to
be 19 years old and competent
swimmers. Each person success-
fully completing the training will
be certified as an instructor
capable of teaching water safety
and life saving techniques.
C. C. Molloy, manager of the
Kuttawa pool, is a member of
the lake association and will pro-
vide the pool facilities gratis.
Dr. W. L. Cash and G. M. Pedley
are Caldwell county members of
the association.
A class of 35 beginners Is cur-
rently being taught to swim at
the Kuttawa pool by Mr. Schul-
herr, a Red Cross volunteer in-
structor. Jerry Adams is aiding
with instruction and school bus
transportation is provided by
Jack Byrd.
''Study In Mexico
'Bill Mays, son of Mr. and Mrs.
W. L. Mays, will leave Satur-
day for Satillo, Mexico, where
he will study the Spanish lan-
guage In a *ix-weeks course
sponsored by the Northern Okla-
homa Junior College, where he
attends school:
Schools In City
And County To
Receive $94,333
State Aid Of $28.35
A Pupil Increases
Allotments Here By
More Than $9,000
State support of public educa-
tion in the 1948-49 term will
amount to $28.35 for each pupil
in that census, Boswell B. Hodg-
kin, superintendent of public in-
struction, announced Saturday.
The new per capita rating, ef-
fective next Thursday, is the
largest ever. Last year, it was
$25.60. Ten years ago, the per
capita was $12.12; 20 years ago,
$10.25, and 30 years ago, $5.25.
The Caldwell county school
system, with a census of 1,928
pupils, will receive a grant of
$54,658.80, an increase of $5,558.-
18 over the 1947 allotment.
The new grant is $2,834 less,
however, than the total amount
received by county schools last
year from the State, because a
$3 million deficiency appropria-
tion for retroactive teachers' pay
increased State aid to a record
$30.05 a pupil.
Princeton city school will re-
ceive $39,775.05 for the coming
term, an increase of $3,687.50
over the first allotment of 1947-
48, but $2,480.92 less than the
$42,255.90 which included the
later appropriation.
Princeton and Caldwell county
schools will receive a total of
$94,433.85 for educational pur-
poses.
Hodgkins also announced the
division of $2,150,000 in equaliza-
tion funds between 94 of the 246
local school districts. This is
money the State spends to equa-
lize education opportunities be-
tween poor and rich districts.
Harlan county led the equal-
ization list with a grant of $155,-
151, an increase of $37,248 over
1947-48. Pike county was second
with a new grant of $104,974.
That is $4,239 less 'than Pike
drew in the preceding term.
The third biggest grant was
$95,910 to Perry county, a de-
crease of $2,460. Fourth biggest
was $87,017 to Letcher county, a
decrease of $7,932. Fifth biggest
was $76,549 to Bell county, an
increase of $12,128.
The 1948-49 allocations are
from a common school fund of
$21,500,000, in contrast to the
common school fund uf $19,362,-
512 in 1947-48. The common
school fund is divided into the
equalization fund of $2,150,000,
and the per capita fund of $19,-
350,000.
The school census for 1948-4?
was announced at 682,537 pu-
pils. This is a loss of 1,269 from
the preceding term.
Gordon Glenn To Attend
Elks' Na'l Convention
. Gordon Glenn, exalted ruler of
the Princeton Lodge of Elks,
will attend the 84th national
Convention of B.P.O.E. at Phila-
delphia, Pa., as official delegate.
William E. Jones, past exalted
ruler, was elected by the lodge
as alternate delegate. Exalted
Ruler Glenn said he will leave
for the convention Friday, and
plans to return by way of New
York City, Washington, D. C.,
and Charleston, W. Va., for a
sightseeing trip. More than 40,-
000 delegates and visitors are
expected to attend the con-
vention.
Princeton RMA Stores
To Be Closed Monday
Member stores of the Prince-
ton Retail Merchants Associa-
tion will close Monday. July 5,
in observance of Independence
Day, which falls on Sunday, it
was announced this week.
•A 
--
--
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Want Veteran On
Every Draft Board
Paducah - Delegates to
the Kentucky Veterans of
Foreign Wars encampment
'here cheered when it
was announced the vote was
unanimous on a proposal to
appoint "one or more" vet-
erans to all draft boards
which may be set up in Ken-
tucky under the new draft
law.
The veterans commented
that many of "the gentle-
men" who served on World
War draft hoards had not
seen service in the armed
forces and were not familiar
with the problems of ser-
vicemen.
Move Is Begun To Equalize
City And County Assessments
At Level Of Kentucky Average
-
Grace Farmer Catches
Big Bass, Fishin' Fever
A very happy and some-
what proud feminine angler
is Mrs. Grace Farmer, who
snagged her first fish last
Wednesday afternoon late
. . a 31/2-pound small-mouth
bass.., with husband
Glenn along. Grace ran 100
yards back from the pond
with this big fellow, Glenn
said, so anxious was she
that her catch not get back
into the water. She said she
"could hardly wait for to-
morrow to come", so she
could go fishing again.
Joyce Cole Named
1948 Rotary Queen
Arnold Ligon Turtle
Entry Fastest In Derby
For $25 Bond Prize
Joyce Cole became Miss Ro-
tary, 1948, at the Rotary Club's
second annual Turtle Derby, in
which 117 speedy hardshells
competed in Butler High School
stadium last Friday night.
Late afternoon rains were re-
sponsible for the small crowd
attending the derby, Dr. Noah T.
Cole, secretary of the club and
father of the new Rotary Queen,
said. Proceeds from the event,
which were to be used for the
club's underplivileged fund, were
only enough to cover expenses,
he said.
Winner of the derby was the
Arnold Ligon Truck Line entry,
"Fast Freight". First prize was a
$25 war bond. A prize of $10 in
stamps was awarded Princeton
Motor Sales, whose entry placed
second. Third prize of $5 in
stamps was won by the turtle
sponsored by Lewis and Fletcher
Texico Service Station. Winners
of 12 elimination heats were
matched in the final race.
Included on the program were
three contests for youngsters.
Jackie Pedley was winner of $2
in the greased pig contest. The
ice sitting event was a draw,
the $1 prize divided by the four
boys entered. Tommy Cummins
won $1 in the pie eating contest.
An added, and unexpected at-
traction, was the appearance of
Bearl DeArtiz, a Cherokee In-
dian featured by Robert Ripley
in his Believe It Or Not cartoon
as the world's limberest man.
DeArtiz, currently appearing in
Hopkinsville, demonstrated his
abilities to the spectators.
Eddyville Prison
To 'Screen Men
New System Will Save
State Money, Says
Commissioner
Frankfort, June 29 - Begin-
ning Thursday, persons convict-
ed of krimes in the nine west-
ernmost judicial districts of Ken-
tucky will be sent first to Eddy-
ville pentitentiary for screening,
instead of to LaGrange reform-
atory, State Welfare Commission-
er A. Y. Lloyd said.
He said the new system will
save the State money.
Under current procedure all
convicts are sent to LaGrange
in Oldham county where a clas-
sification board studies each case.
If the new convict is classified
4s hardened, he is sent to Eddy-
ville in Lyon county. Otherwise,
he is retained at LaGrange.
Lloyd said a classification
board will be established at Ed-
dyville which will continue to
serve as the "maximum securi-
ty" institution.
The commissioner said more
than $8,000 was spent last year
in bringing western Kentucky
prisoners to LaGrange, then
sending many of them to Eddy-
More than $3,000 has been
spent in transportation costs and
sheriffs' fees this year up to
June 15, he stated.
The judicial districts directed
to send prisoners direct to Ed-
dyville are the First through the
Eighth and the 28th. Lloyd said
everything west of a north-south
line through Bowling Green ap-
proximates the area affected.
30,000 Monthly Is
Estimated Rate
Of Army Induction
Camp Campbell To Get
16,000 Men; Camp
Breckinridge Will Be
Reactivated
B ASSOCiATEO PRESS)
Washington - Uncle Sam fig-
ures on calling about 30,000 of
his draft-age nephews into the
Army every month between next
fall and next summer.
The Army estimated Tuesday
it will need between 225,000 and
250,000 (in addition to a hoped-
for 250,000 to 300,000 volunteers)
to start expanding toward the
837,000-man size strength auth-
orized by Congress when it pass-
ed the peacetime Selective Ser-
vice Act. Drafting will start
about September 22.
The estimate of the induc-
tion rate was a substantial in-
crease over previous estimates.
A month ago defense officials
were talking about inducting be-
tween 200,000 and 225,000 the
first year.
But the 30,000 a month draft
call of men 29 through 25 years
old is a pretty modest affair
compared with the huge man-
power levies made during the
war. The peak induction rate
then was reached in February,
1943, when 460,374 men received
greetings from the President and
their draft board. And between
August, 1941, and March, 1943,
the monthly total never fell be-
low 300,000.
Secretary of the Army Royall
made the estimate of monthly
quotas today while answering a
number of news conference
questions about the plans for the
second peacetime draft in his-
tory. He noted there are prob-
lems to be worked in getting the
program started, but set forth the
broad plan. It is this:
The Army now has 542,000
men. It won't jump to the 837,-
000 immediately because funds
for the next fiscal year, starting
July 1, are not sufficient. So, by
July 1, 1949, the size of the Army
will be about 790,000.
When the Army does attain
the full 837,000 strength it will
(Please turn to back page)
Sgt. Wiley McKinney On
Army Baseball Team
j First Sgt. Wiley McKinney,
fiusband of Mrs. Evelyn McKin-
ney, of Princeton, is playing
baseball for the 21st Infantry
Regiment, a unit of the 24th In-
fantry Division, in Japan. Ser-
geant McKinney joined the 21st
Infantry February 6, 1947, and
with his wife, is living in the
Dependent Housing Area of the
21st Infantry Regiment.
To Visit In Minnesota
r. and Mrs. R. A. McConnell
d Mr. and Mrs. G. W. McCon-
nell will leave today for Annan-
dale, Minn., where they will
visit Mrs. R. A. McConnell's
sister, Mrs. Lee Levy, and bro-
ther, Mr. George Young.
Princeton's oldest service or-
ganization, the Kiwants Club,
unanimously adopted a resolu-
tion presented by the Citizens
Planning Committee Wednesday
noon, asking that County
Judge Clyde Wood, the county
tax assessor and other county of-
mime sees an equanzation no
property values in Princeton and
Caldwell county for t a x pur-
poses on a basis equal to that
of the average over the entire
State for the year 1947, and
pledging to the county judge
and all those associated in the
project the full support of the
club and its members as indi-
viduals.
The resolution also asks that
Judge Wood employ at least two
competent local citizens to assist
representatives of the Revenue
Commissioner's office, the county
tax commissioner and all other
county officials having authority
In such matters, to bring about
a proper equalization of property
values in Princeton and Caldwell
county.
The same resoultion, drawn
upon unanimous action of the
Citizens Planning Committee,
will be presented to the Rotary
Club, the Farm Bureau and the
Junior Chamber of Commerce at
the first opportunity, for adop-
tion or rejection, W. C. Sparks,
chairman of the sub-committee
in charge, said.
U. K. To Promote
Community Work
Gets $20,000 Grant To
Aid Committee For
Kentucky
Lexingtdn, June 30, - As the
first step in a far-reaching plan
to establish activities of the Com-
mittee for Kentucky on a per-
manent basis, the community
service department of the com-
mittee will be merged July 1
with the University of Kentuc-
ky Social Research Consultation
Service, it was announced joint-
ly this week by University
President H. L. Donovan and
Harry W. Schacter, committee
president.
The program will be financed
through a grant of $20,000 to the
University by the General Edu-
cation Board of New York, a
Rockefeller Foundation-endowed
agency, which gives grants in
aid to approved major educa-
tional projects, and by an equal
amount already allocated by the
University Board of Trustees.
For the purpose of carrying
on the community service work
begun by the committee, the
University will develop a separ-
ate project in community ser-
vice under the direction of Dr.
Irwin T. Sanders, head of the
Department of Sociology, and
Dr. Howard Beers, head of the
Department of Rural Sociology.
9 Chicken Pox
Poppy Pickering, youngest
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William
Pickering, W. Locust street, is
confined to her home with
chicken pox. Her condition is
reported satisfactory.
4 Princeton Churches To
Conduct Union Services
Four Princeton churches will
conduct Sunday night union
services, beginning July 4 and
continuing through August 29,
it was announced this week.
Similar union services were held
here last year.
Participating churches a r e
Certral Presbyterian, Barbee Me-
morial Cumberland Presbyterian,
First Christian and Ogden Me-
morial Methodist.
Each church will hold its In-
dividual, regular morning ser-
vice.
The first union service will
he held July 4 at the Cumber-
land Presbyterian Church, with
the Rev. David Schulherr, pas-
tor of the Central Presbyterian
Church, delivering the sermon.
Services will begin at 7:30
o'clock.
Rev. C. A. Sweazy, of, Versail-
les, superintendent of the Meth-
odist Orphanage, will deliver the
sermon at the second service,
July 11, at the First Christian
Church.
July 18, services will be at the
Central Presbyterian Churc h,
with the Rev. J. P. Bright, pas-
tor of the Cumberland Church,
bringing the message.
Rev. Tom Collins, of the First
Christian Church, will preach
July 25 at the Ogden Methodist
Church.
Preaching August 1, will be
by the Rev. Schulherr at the
First Christian Church.
Rev. Tom W. Collins, pastor of
the First Christian Church, will
deliver the sermon August 8, at
the Cumberland Church.
Dr. Summers Brinson, pastor
of the Methodist Church, will
present the sermon address at
the Central Presbyterian Church,
August 15.
The sermon August 22, will be
delivered by Rev. Bright, at the
Methodist Church..
A union communion service
will be held August 29, at the
First Christian Church.
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Chapman Merits Senate Seat
Now that Congress has adjourned and
the Republicans have finished their busi-
ness at Philadelphia, Kentucky Democrats
are looking toward their party's big con-
vention, also at Philadelphia, starting
July 12; and leaders are beginning to
formulate plans for a diligent campaign
during the next few months.
First comes the primary, of cours,e,
and in this connection The Leader would
humbly point out what it considers a few
pertinent facts Democratic voters ought
to bear in mind.
There is a good chance the Democrats
may win control of the Senate again in
this year's elections.
The contest in Kentucky id one of sev-
eral crucial fights for senate seats in the
border states of Kentucky, Oklahoma,
West Virginia and New Mexico. These
states are normally Democratic and,
altho the GOP in Kentucky has its best
candidate in years in the person of John
Sherman Cooper, the able Virgil Chap-
man should be elected in November, to
help retain for the farmers, the working
people and the average man the gains
made during the time of Franklin D.
Roosevelt.
Mr. Chapman has been the strongest
man in Congress for more than 20 years
in fighting the battles of the tobacco
growers.
In the dying days and nights of the ses-
sion just ended, his determination and
ri\persistenc lone prevailed and forced a )
weary ,Se, t to leave provisions in the
farm (#11 which keep federal tobacco reg-
ulationsa they have been and like the
growers wa t them.
Chapman is a Democrat of the old
school. He is the foremost orator of the
day, we believe, and as he has promised
to come to Princeton for a campaign
speech during this summer, those who
thrilled to the magic eloquence of 011ie
James and Owsley Stanley are promised
a rare treat.
Mr. Chapman is the strongest candi-
date the Democrats are offering for the
important Senate seat, we believe. He is
the most able, the best performer for
Kentucky people. His long experience in
Congress and his vast knowledge of moo
ern history of our State . . . which he
has helped appreciably in making, com-
mend him to every sincere and fair-
minded Democrat. He will perform well
in the upper chamber of Congress, as he
has been conspicuously successful in the
House of Representatives.
Senator Cooper is a good man. His rec-
ord in the Senate has often suited Demo-
crats more than it has pleased Republi-
cans. Perhaps some of his votes have
been influenced by the fact that he
comes from a Democratic state and owes
his election to Democratic votes, in 1946.
He is a fine personable, upstanding young
Kentuckian and our friend. But he does
not offer the same promise of public ser-
vice guaranteed by Mr. Chapman . . .
who believes in the rights of the com-
mon man and works unceasingly to safe-
guard and advance those rights.
We believe on the records of these two
who, we are confident will oppose each
other for the Senate seat in November,
every Democrat should cast his or her
vote for Virgil Chapman.
Tax Assessments Need Overhauling
If a man buys a suit in any store in
Kentucky he may be sure the price will
be the same to him as to other customers.
He cannot expect the same simple justice
from his local government. Property tax
assessments are so varied between neigh-
bors and between counties that for ser-
vices of the government in Kentucky
there is no such thing as one price for
everybody.
Governor Clements has acknowledged
that "gross inequities exist between pro-
perty tax payers in every county in the
State." At the next legislative session,
he tells us, he will support a law to im-
prove property tax assessment methods.
The property tax system cannot be ov-
erhauled too soon. Its defects reach far
beyond the obvious injustices it inflicts.
Allan Trout has pointed out some of
them in The Courier-Journal. In some
counties they actually put a premium on
self-neglect. The classic example is Harlan
County, whose school district received
$150,000 during the 1947-48 school yefor
in school equalization funds from the
State, but scarcely collected more than
that in local taxes. Governor Clements
has cited another result of Kentucky's
haphazard assessments. They frighten
away prospective industrial investments.
Overhauling will be a hard job. The
only way to get uniform assessments, ob-
viously, is to invoke State supervision of
local assessments. The idea will meet the
opposition of established custom. Yet, in
the interest of simplest justice, assess-
ments must be uniform throughout the
State. Then local tax rates may be adjust-
Kentucky On The March
ed up or down to fit local needs.
We are glad that Governor Clements,
with his extraordinary control over the
Kentucky legislature, is determined to
clean up assessments. (Courier-Journal)
•
Governor Clements has quickly digested
and assimilated the constitutional princi-
ple of taxation and he might be wise to
call a special session in January to put
assessment reforms into execution. That
would give his administration time to
demonstrate the advantage of equitable
taxation to everybody. He has called spec-
ial elections to fill vacancies in legislative
districts, though there will be a general
legislative election before the next regular
session convenes.
Inequitable assessments, whose ill-ef-
fects the Governor so clearly outlined at
Lexington, are also the most malignant
influence on politics. They cause disunity
in the better element of voters. The Con-
stitution requires assessments at fair
cash value so that the uniform tax rate
will bring about a fair distribution of tirte
tax burden. If that is achieved, the com-
mon interest of citizens then will be in
economy and service.
Governor Clements takes up where ef-
forts left off thirty years ago with the
adoption of the property classification
amendment and creation of the State Tax
Commission. He is assured that results
of reform will be popular, because now the
bulk of real estate taxes goes to counties,
cities and schools. The State's share will
no more than cover expenses of equali-
zation. (Louisville Times)
Eastern Kentucky pExcels In Beauty
If you have never enjoyed the sensa-
tion of being close to heaven both physi-
cally and spiritually, have the family car
tuned up and make for the mountains
of Eastern Kentucky.
Our own wooded peaks and narrow
green valleys may not equal the Rockies
or the Coast Range in grandeur, but they
excel them in intimate beauty and charm.
And you won't have to travel thousands
of miles to reach them.
On our second tour in a 5-year plan to
see practically all the State and visit
most of the towns and cities, we drove
via Frankfort and Paris to Maysville,
thence along the river road to Greenup
and Ashland and on to Charleston, West
Virginia, and got back into Kentucky at
the border town of Williamson, taking
U. S. 118 into a scenic paradise.
Much of the time we were driving in
clouds that enveloped crests of the moun-
tains, but good roads made traveling safe,
free from fatiguing nervous tension. Even
night driving had no terrors for us.
Route 119 took us through Pikeville,
Kentucky's easternmost town of consider-
able size, and, to Jenkins on the border. At
Cumberland the scenery was even more
enthralling than Cumberland Gap. And
to less a wonderland was Pine Mountain
State Park.
At Corbin we found a motel with love-
ly rooms and meals nobody could find
fault with. In the more remote towns ho-
tel accommodations could be a good deal
better, but this need not discourage any-
body touring the region. Reservations can
be made in advance by telephone.
Like the rest of Kentucky, the eastern
mountain regions need more publicity.
Their glories are sung in a whisper. We
have seen the Great Smokies, and they
don't possess the beauty of the mountains
in a dozen east Kentucky counties. The
Smokies have the advantage of nation-
wide publicity and the public flocks to
them. Also Great Smoky National Park
is a name that carries weight.
With Henry Ward, an experienced
newspaperman, as Conservation Commis-
sioner, Kentucky's tourist attractions
should be publicized better than ever be-
fore. I'd recommend that Commissioner
Ward take a four-day trip over main
roads through a dozen or more eastern
counties, if he has not done it already.
He would do well to take along State
Highway Commissioner Garrett Withers.
I/ pennyriie/- postscripts
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A farmer once named a cow
Zephyr
She seemed such an amiable
hephyr
But when he drew near
She bit off his ear
An now he is very much
dqthyr. (Borrowed)
* * *
Keen Johnson, prominently
mentioned in the public prints
as the likely successor to the
late Secretary of Labor Schwel-
lenback in President Truman's
cabinet . . . is "very definitely
not interested in appointment for
this job", he writes Pennyriler.
Keen says he had a call from
Washington the day Secretary
Schwellenbach died and was
asked whether he was interested.
His reply was as above.
* * *
So Kentucky's personable for-
mer Governor will, presumably,
stick with his vice presidential
post with the Reynolds Metal
Company where he does public
relations work on a large scale
. . . recently taking part in the
dedication of a new Reynolds
aluminum plant in Mexico with
other Reynolds officials, Presi-
dent Aleman, of Mexico, and dig-
nitaries of the sister republic.
* * *
Keen is doing all right for
himself . . . his salary from Rey-
nolds being reported as more
than twice what a cabinet mem-
ber receives. Among Kentucky's
former Governors, we do not
remember any who did as well
after finishing their terms . . .
except Happy Chandler.
* * *
In ancient Europe it was the
custom for newly married cou-
ples to drink mead—a honey-
wine, for one month after their
marriage. Some say from this
comes the modern "honeymoon."
* * *
Kiwanis members decided last
week that Tom Simmons can
keep the Citizenship Award giv-
en him earlier in the year . . .
and so instructed its house chair-
man to paste his name on the
permanent record kept to honor
all such winners. Tom's card has
been stuck on the board with
thumbtacks, up to now.
* * *
It seems to this observer that
our town is especially blessed
with citizens, men and women,
who can make good talks before
any kind of gathering. Some of
the very best programs the Ki-
wanis Club has had in the 10
years I have been a member
were put on by home folk.
* * *
Clay county has its points, as
is proven by the following clip-
ped from a contemporary:
"Is there a good place to eat
in this town?" asked the stranger
You betcha," replied the na-
•
Literary
Guidepost
By W. G. Rogers
PIONEER LIFE IN KENTUCKY
1785-1800, by Daniel Drake, M.D..
edited by Emmet Field Horine, M.
D. (Schuman; $4)
The American way of life 150
years ago, now beyond recovery,
is not beyond recall, thanks to
voluminous memoirs and rem-
iniscences, but there are few rec-
ords so vivid, evocative and gen-
uine, so full of the taste, color
and sound of the good old days,
as these 10 letters by Dr. Duke.
They were written just a cen-
tury ago when the doctor, dis-
tinguished in his profession and
an author and scientist of repute,
was about 60. They were addres-
sed to his children, their hus-
bands and wives, and to a pa-
tient. They concerned his youth,
and the doctor remarked modest-
ly as the series was drawing to
a close:
"It was pleasant to fall back
upon and mingle once more with
the family, and commune with
father and mother, kplay with
little children, & hear the ba-
bies cry."
Drake was born in Kentucky
in 1785, studied with a doctor in
Cincinnati and in Philadelphia,
married, and achieved consider-
able prominence as a teacher, lig
a brief preface relates.
But the fascinating letters
which describe pioneering days,
with Shawnees and Wyandots
threatening isolated settlers,
with ax ringing in the virgin
forests, with soap to make and
cow outside the door to milk
(a girl's job) and butter to churn
(a boy's), and weddings and e,
quilting parties for gaiety and
straight whiskey for refreshment.
The doctor's spelling was er-
ratic, but he could turn a phrase.
Among the comments I liked
most were his admission that
his "cowardice" or "cautious-
ness" gave "me some trouble &
saved me from some", and hid
definition of competition Si "the
mother of cheating, falsehood and
broils."
tive on the depot platform. "The
deputy sheriff's wife's the best
cook in Clay county. They live
back of the county Jail over
there by the creamery. But you
have to tell her you're away
from home and broke."
* *
David and three other kids
sat on cakes ox ice so long at the
Rotary Turtle Derby last week-
end that they called it a tie . . .
gave each a quarter. Then our
Jackie caught the greased pig
and got $2; which set our young-
est back on his heels. They
proudly brought The Leader
turtle home with them. It was
among the also-runs.
* * *
Two distinguished gentlemen
. Congressman Virgil Chap-
man and Mayor Allen Burkner,
of Winchester, got your reporter
out from under his shotver late
last Friday afternoon and we
visited a while. The Bourbon
county man, who recently re-
signed after more than 20 years
in Congress from the famous
Blue Grass district to make the
race for the Democratic nomina-
tion for the Senate, was en route
to the State VFW convention,
at— Paducah, and tarried here
only briefly.
* * *
Allen Buckner is a giant of a
fellow who played football for
Vanderbilt and Princeton U., and
was reared at Owensboro, where
we were close friends. He is now
president of a bank at Winches-
ter, as well as mayor of that fine
city . . . and is finance chair-
man in Chapman's campaign
headquarters.
* * *
The visitors got together with
Rumsey Taylor and Philip Stev-
ens in Rumsey's front yard and
there promised the senatorial
candidate, who is the foremost
orator in Kentucky's public life
today, would come to Princeton
during the primary campaign for
a speech. I do not believe Stan-
ley, Ed Morrow or 011ie James
had anything on Virgil Chap-
man as a political speaker, so
when he comes here to deliver
a campaign address, expect
something unusual and you won't
be disappointed.
Americans, on the average,
consume about four pounds of
cheese a person every year.
The ancient Aztecs grew to-
matoes in their patches of In-
dian corn.
In Death Valle)
of 134 degrees in t
been recorded,.
New Telephone Rates Essentia
to Continued Good Service
in Ken, orky
Southern Bell's rates in Kentucky are
not adequate to meet today's costa
and assure a financially sound Com-
pany capable of rendering good tele-
phone service. The Compasy's new
schedules, recently filed with the Ken-
tucky Public Service Commission,
Include only such rates as are required
to meet Kentucky's needs for service.
Today's telephone rates are the
emergency rates authorized by the
Public Service Commission last year.
Emergency rates were requested only
as a stop-gap to partly offset tre-
mendous increases in the costs of
supplying you service. They were
not expected to meet all the increased
costs and 'provide earnings necessary
to keep the Company sound and the
service good. -
Furthermore, even the earnings
under the emergency rates have been
lowered by continued cost increases
and are now running only about 2.9%
on the millions of dollars invested in
Kentucky telephone facilities.
Adequate Earnings Necessary
For Continued Good Service
To continue to furnish good and im-
proved service for the progressive
communities of this fast-growing
state, the Company must have rates
that meet current costs and provide
reasonable earnings for those who
make telephone service possible by in-
vesting their savings in the business.
.The investors' dollars pay for new
facilities through which telephone
service is constantly improved, kept
modern and enlarged. Since January
1, 1946, we have spent $20,000,000
on new facilities in Kentucky, and in
the next few years, $50,000,000 of
additional new facilities will be
needed. These expenditures mean job
opportunities and payrolls important
to the continued prosperity of Ken-
tucky.
If we are to continue this improve,
ment and expansion work, the Com.
pany's earnings must be sufficient.to
attract the necessary new capital.
Telephone Service Still
An Outstanding Bargain
Telephone service at the new rates
will still be one of today's best bar-
gains. The new telephone rates are
low in comparison with the heavy
increases in our costs of rendering
you service. They are low in com-
parison with the increases in costs of
the other items you buy. While manu-
facturers, farmers and business gen.
erally have re-priced their products
based on today's cost levels, the Tele.
phone Company as a regulated utility
has tried to render service in Ken-
tucky at rates only slightly higher
than those established in the 1930's.
The new telephone rates are re.
quired to give good and improved
service. Rates lower than these in
the long run could result only in poor
service. The people of Kentucky want
good telephone service and that is
what we want to furnish.
SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
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The revolutionary NEW Ford is on display in
our showrooms right now! It's the newest, smartest car
we've ever sold, this completely different NEW Ford
in your future!
Come in today. Let us show you the '49 Ford's "dream
car" silhouette ... and 59% more rigid "Lifeguard"
Body . and wider seats ... and "Picture Window"
Visibility. You'll agree ... here's "The Car of the Year!"
4)%1;c1 Ship' fde
. . you ride In the level
Center section Of the new Ford, where the
going's smoothest. You ride on "Hydra-Coil"
Front Springs and "Para-Flex" Rear Springs,
for extra comfort.
1111 
40411.1.1117 -1 ..11 1
'111111011110(1
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.49
Magic Action
King
-Size
Brakes
• . . with 35% more braking
power ... stop the new Ford on
a dime, at a tip-toe touch. That's
one of the reasons it's a sweet-
heart to drive.
i:c71,4, V
ifjiN_4140
• in •-A
ult. '
RANDOLPH MOTORS
Phone mo
Foreited Fora Dealer
them7
much
Picture Window"Vsibility
. . . more than 20 square feet
of glass, to make driving lots
pleasanter and safer. Even the
rear window is windshield bipl
Let us show you.
Seats like
your sofa
. . . But whY
should we tell
you about
Come in and find out how
room there is on the new Ford's
sofa-wide seats!
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llowing questions are a
lion of those in last
Aper concerning the ar-
breeding program. If
,n would acquaint them-
Loth the answers to 
these
:Is they will have a better
.;anding of the program
it is carried out.
does the actual insemina-
f the cows 
locally?
local association hires a
me man for this work. The
tor is trained by mem-
the dairy department of
sdoy July 1. 1948
the University of Kentucky and
eee•••• is responsible for receiving the
semen, breeding the cows, col-
lecting the breeding fees and
keeping necessary records.
How is the local inseminator
paid?
He is paid out of the breedi
fee charged members of the li
association.
How much does this service
cost local dairyman?
Dairymen wishing this service
must pay a lifetime membership
fee of $8 and $1 fee a cow to
be bred through this program,
when they join the local associ
ation. These two fees are life
time fees. The annual breedim
fee of $5 a cow paid at the timk
each cow is first served to start 5
new gestation period. This $5
pays for three services if that
many services are necessary to
get a cow with calf.
FARM MACHINERY
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
TRACTOR MOWERS
MINNEAPOLIS-MOLINE
VERY HORSE DRAWN MOWERS
12" -- 14" 16"
BOTTOM PLOWS
5-foot and 8-foot Disc Harrows
MOLINE AND AVERY
MANURE SPREADERS
HAMMER MILLS
Moline - Bear Cat - Papec - Harvey
HAY AND GRAIN ELEVATORS
IN HOPKINSVILLE ITS
(Incorporated)
THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON. KENTUCKY Page Tliree,
ROWBOAT HARVEST—Farmer Edgar Rodeman (left) of Osage Bend, Mo., and his helper, William
Hazelhorst, pick up wheat shocks with a rowboat in the flooded Osage River area in central Missouri.
Hazelhorst forks the grain from a motor-equipped boat to Rodeman on the wagon. Rodeman has
saved approximately 23 acres of grain by this method. (AP Wirephoto).
I satisfactory than the spring crop.N wes From The Past ,srphreouvtainrige.ty is Calabrian Green
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of Twice-
A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton re-
porters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
November 2, 1926. Rev. D. D. points in southern Illinois where
Dugan, the new minister of the he will visit relatives for several
Christian Church, will arrive days.
here Thursday and will conduct
services Sunday morning and
evening. A cordial invitation is
extended unto all to attend.
November 9, 1926. William
Stallins, the newspaper boy, has
gone to Carbondale and other
The above fees pay for the se-
men used in breeding the cows,
the services of the inseminator,
equipment needed by the local
association for the inseminator
and all other cost of the program.
If a dairyman has paid a fee
of $1 for each of five cows en-
tered in the program and decides
to sell one or one dies does he
have to pay the $1 membership
fee for the cow he adds to his
herd in her place?
No, he only has to pay an ad-
ditional $1 a cow for each cow
which he wishes to breed above
the number he originally enter-
ed in the program.
Can calves produced by arif-
ficial breeding from registered
cows by registered?
Yes, the inseminator furnishes
information about the sire neces-
sary for registering the calves.
This information is included on
the receipt given the dairyman
when the cow is bred and the
breeding fee is paid.
How can the inseminator be
contacted when a cow is ready to
breed?
Members must have a tele-
phone available either in their
home or one near by that they
can use to call the inseminator
when his services are needed.
AT PEWIT'S
Lilting Rayons, Cool Cottons
SORORITY* PRINTS
Fine rayons for date-time dresses, be-
witching blouses. Lovely
new designs printed in ex-
citing color combinations.
36" width , . . . .
THICK 9N THIN PRINTS. Interest-
ing texture for fabric beauty, with subtle
designs to carry eut the
delightful effect! 36". , . 1.19 Yd•
WONDER BLEND PRINTS
FINE RAYON, Singing pastels for summer, or
Darker Shades ... Sew now for school!
79c
RONDO PRINTS    49c
FINE GINGHAMS 69c
SPECIAL
RAYON PRINTS FINE SELECTION
69c
November 19, 1926. Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Duke left Tuesday
afternoon for a visit at Water
Valley and other points in Mis-
sissippi to relatives of Mr. Duke.
November 23, 1926. Mary Wil-
son Eldred, who is attending
school at the University of Ohio,
will spend Thanksgiving with
Miss Rosaline Roach, at Carne-
gie, Pa.
November 23, 1926. Mrs. J. H.
Williams and sons, Billy and
James, of St. Louis, will arrive
Wednesday to spend the Thanks-
giving holidays at the Powell
home.
November 23, 1926. Misses
Frances Ogilvie and Mildred
Stegar returned today from Ro-
chester, Minn., where they have
been under treatment at the
Mayo Brothers Institute.
November 23, 1926. Miss Jen-
nie Sneed, of Hollywood, Fla.,
is the charming guest of the fam-
ily of her brother, R. S. Sneecl.
November 30, 1926. Miss Willie
Belle McCarty left yesterday on
the noon train for Nuttall, West
Virginia, to accept a position
with the Fordson Coal Co. She
is succeeded at the City Lumber
Yard office by Miss Kathrine
Lester.
A December IQ 1926. On Monday
night, December 6, Little Miss
Virginia Beckner entertained a
number of her little friends at
the home of her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Lem Beckner, on West
Main street, in honor of her
twelfth birthday.
The home was beautifully dec-
orated with Christmas decora-
tions and the big white birthday
cake with the twelve glowing
candles were also beautiful. The
little ladies who enjoyed the
hospitality were: Misses Martha
Greer, Ellen Wood and Dixie
Leonard Towery, Katherine Hill-
yard, Margaret Dean Coleman,
Blanche Marie Sneed, Maurine,
Sara Mildred and Mary Eliza-
beth Jones, Katherine and Ag-
nes McKinney, Helen Brown,
Lillian Patmor, Myrtle Grace
Strong, Beatrice Beckner, Doris
McGuirk, Mina Tom Pickens and
Virginia Beckner.
.1 December 14, 1926. Mr. and
Feagan and daughter, Mar-
tha Jane, of Fredonia, were
week-end guests of relatives near
Cunbroke.
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1 HE GARDEN
Ely JOHN S. GARDNER
Kentucky College of Agriculture
and Home Economic, ,
Broccoli and brussels sprouts
sometimes are, rated as special-
ties or luxuries, but their grow-
ing is within the scope of any
gardner.
The time for sowing broccoli
seed is in late June. There are
two ways. One is the conven-
tional one of sowing in a plant
bed and transplanting the slips
when two main leaves have
started, but by this method the
gardner runs the risk of dry
times for garden setting. The
other, and much more safe, is
to sow the seed in pairs or
threes in the garden row where
the plants are to mature. The
spacing should be from 24 to
30 inches. Then thinning to one
plant to a place should be done
and the thinnings may be used
for garden setting if the season
is kindly. Harvesting should start
late in September, when as the
nights becom e progressively
cooler, the heads should become
better and better. In this particu.
tar, fall broccoli is often more
Although broccoli can be
grown both spring and fall,
brussels sprouts are successfully
grown only in the fall, as hot
weather interferes with the firm
heading of the "sprouts." Either
method recommended just above
may be used for starting seed.
The miniature heads start
forming in the axils of the lea-
ves in September and as they
form, the leaves opposite should
be cut Off to within an' inch, to
cause the "sprouts" to grow rap-
idly, becoming ready to harvest
when they have reached a de-
Spencer
TRACY
Katharine
HEPBURN
Van
JOHNSON
Angela lansbury
COMING
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Man In Doghouse
Gets His Rent Cut
London — AP — A lodger had
his rent cut in half on a claim
he lived continually in a dog-
house. He protested to an East
London tribunal that he had
been ordered to pack up and
push off because the landlord's
dog didn't like him.
Michael Marcus, tribunal chair-
man, harked back to ancient his-
tory for his judgment: "The Ro-
man emperor Caligula once ap-,
pointed his horse to the exalted
office of pro-consul. This land-
lord emulates Caligula by rely-
ing on the advice of his dog
w h en deciding whether he
should evict tenants. We are still
governed by laws resulting
Parliamentary democracy."
The verdict: a reduction from
30 shillings ($6) a week, to 15
shillings ($3).
Helium occurs in the air, but
no commercially practical pro-
cess for extracting it has been
developed. In order to obtain
enough to inflate an averagn
size dirigible airship, more than
two trillion cubic feet of air
would have to be treated.
Helium is now used to inflate
airplane tires and to treat respi-
ratory diseases.
sirable size. Harvesting contin-
ues until killing frost. The vari-
ety is Long Island.
It is scarcely necessary to say
that as both these are "foliage"
crops, plenty of nitrogen should
be used, such as poultry manure
or one of the commercial ni-
trates. Of the former, one bush-
el should fertilize 300 feet of
row, and of the nitrate, a pound
to 100 feet, worked in well, and
the same amount put on as side-
dressing after growth has begun.
HOW GREAT CAN A
PICTURI RI'
CAPITOL
Start The 4th of July With A BANG!
Who'd Play Dead with
This Blonde?
HOLLYWOOD'S MOST
FASCINATING
MYSTERY!
SASS Ili NOM
Sy JIMMY STAIN
Panda' elea#uvt goe 2i/a4pie
Reagan • Parker • Arden • Morris
KENT SMITH • JOHN EMERY
Added Treats!
COLOR COMIC — "FELIX THE FOX"
FOX MOVIETONE NEWS
SATURDAY, JULY 3 -- OPEN 10 A. M.
Racket Busters vs. Blackmailers!
PHILIP DrEO • HILLARY BROOKf • UWE LOWERY
Plus These Added Attractions!
3 STOOGES in "SING A SONG OF SIX PANTS"
CHAPTER 9 — "JESSE JAMES RIDES AGAIN"
SUN. & MON., JULY 4-5
Here's love and laughter for every
member of the family! A truly
wonderful motion picture experience!
The Mast Lovable
Family Ever to
Win Your Heard
IRENE DUNNE
1 Remember
Mama'
re-staring
Barbara Bel Geddes
Oscar Homolka • Philip Dorn
Cedric Hardwicke• Edgar Berger,
.0,0 (01(
Added!
PARAMOUNT WORLD NEWS
TUES. & WED., JULY 6-7
Lips Ignite '--
in Fiery
' LOVE!
eitb
Reginald DENNY • Isobel 'ISOM
Albert BASSERMAN • Ludwig STOSSEL
• *40.6 uos
THUR. & FRI., JULY 8-9
Wolfer Deborah
_ PIDGEON • KERR
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Fredonia News
iMr. and Mrs. Mitchell Lowry lani Newberry were dinner
and sons, Wayne and Donald,
Evansville, spent the weekend
with his mother, Mrs. Belle
Lowry, and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Rowland
and children, of Detroit, are
visiting her parents, Mr, and
Mrs. S. G. Wigginton, of Crider,
and other relatives here.
Mrs. W. M. Young and Mrs.
John F. Rice were in Evansville
Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Northern Wring
and son, Tony, Gary, Ind., spent
Thursday as guest of his sister,
Mrs. Cecil Brasher, and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Parr, De-
troit, are spending vacation with
his mother, Mrs. Florence Parr.
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Butts,
Litchfield, spent the weekend
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
John Butts.
Capt. and Mrs. Albert Burnett
and son, Myron, left Tuesday for
their home in Ft. Sill, Okla., af-
ter spending the weekend with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. T. L.
Grubbs. Enroute home, they will
visit his father in Knoxville,
Tenn.
Mrs. J. 0. Nall, Marion, was
the dinner guest of Mr. and Mrs.
John F. Rice Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. T. L. Grubbs,
Capt. and Mrs. Albert Burnett
and son, Myron, and Miss Lei- 1
guests Monday of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Grubbs, of near Kuttawa.
Mrs. Ray Wigginton arrived
from Detroit Saturday to join
her husband, the Rev. Wigginton
and son, David. They will make
their home in Eddyville until
the completion of their new
home here.
Mr. Donald Brasher was in
Sikeston, Mo., Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Miller
and son, Danny, are spending
their vacation in Columbia, Miss.,
visiting relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Moore,
of Evansville, were guests of his
sister, Mrs. Charles Querter-
mous, and Mr. Quertermous,
Sunday.
Rev. Donald Deane, Miss Jane
Belt, Miss Betty York, Miss
Marcella Holman and James
York attended a Westminster
Fellowship Rally in Murray Sat-
urday.
Mrs. Carrie Hodges, Princeton,
spent the weekend with Miss
Imogene Wigginton.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe C. Tucker
and daughter, Miss Wilma Tuck-
er, and Mrs. G. C. Trumbo and
son, Junior, all of Morganfield,
were Sunday dinner guests of
Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Young.
Miss Lucille Grubbs, Louisvil-
le, was the weekend guest of
FOR SALE
Modern 5-Room House With Bath; Full Base-
ment; 15 acres land; Two-Car Garage, Brooder
House; Stock Barn; Young Orchard. Located
on Hopkinsville Road, 2 miles east of Princeton.
Wholesale candy and notion business for sale.
RALPH CUMMINS
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Pleasant Grove
by Miss Nola Wilson
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Kirby
and son Keith, Mr. and Mrs.
Garland Robinson and daughter
Genie and Mr. Loyd Oden at-
tended a birthday dinner at
Mr. Lon Haile's at Bainbridge
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Burnett Haile
and children Leon, Billie, Carol
and Sammie, of Colorado, are
visiting Mr. tHaile's mother, Mrs.
Attie Haile, and other relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Lacy and
Mrs. Arden Higdon visited one
night last week with Mrs. El-
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Perkins and
Mrs. Attie Bugg. Miss Grubbs is
WMU training school recreation
leader, at the Baptist Young
Women's Auxiliary at Kuttawa
Springs this week.
Misses Joan Bugg, Nancy
Phelps and Evelyn Riley and the
Rev. Ray Wigginton are attend-
ing Young People's Encamp-
ment at Clay Cumberland Pres-
byterian church this week.
Mrs. Thelma Turley, Auburn,
was the guest of Mrs. A. J. Eld-
ridge Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Jen-
nings and daughter, Betty Jean,
Frankfort, have returned home
after spending several days with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. W.
Moore.
Mrs. Lee Burklow spent last
week visiting her daughter,
Mrs Monroe Butts, and f,amily,
of Morganfield, and her son,
Sheely Rushing and Mrs. Rush-
ing, in Sturgis.
Mr. and Mrs. Art Epperson
and children, Junior and Margie,
Evansville, were guests of Mr.
and Mrs. V. E. Coleman Wed-
nesday and Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Eldridge,
Dixon, Tenn., and Miss Minnie
Barnes, of Alabama, spent Wed-
nesday and Thursday with Mr.
and Mrs. A. J. Eldridge.
\Ladies Aid of the Cumberland
Presbyterian church met with
Mrs. Raymond Moore in Groves
Center Thursday, for their reg-
ular meeting. Attending were
Mrs. Ray Blackburn, Mrs. Essie
Rucker, Mrs. Ruth Dunning,
Mrs. Russell Melton, Mrs. Char-
lie Quertermous, Mrs. Malcom
Blackburn, Mrs. Attie Bugg, Mrs.
Noble Paris, Mrs. Dave Perkins
‘and Mrs. Amble
1 Mr. Leaman Lowry, Evansvil-
le, spent the weekend with his
mother, Mrs. Belle Lowry and
family.
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"firestone
STANDARD TIRE
No other tire at this price gives
you all thee. features: Long
mileage! Silent tread! "Curve-
Gripping" safety shoulders!
Gum Dipped cord body! Life-
time Guarantee! Save even more
because we'll buy an the un-
used mileage in your present
tires!
HEY KIDS . .
This Week Only
38.95
'firestone
BICYCLEEnjoy a bike this Rummer pay as you Mel This dandyFirestone bike is fully equipped has • headlight, luggagecarrier, chain guard, kicls stand. Well take your old bikein trade!
DUNN & OLIVER
Genuine 'firestone
SEAT COVERS
Reg.
9.98
Stops Keflactissi Gland
2.09
Rear view
DOOR MIRROR
See what's behind you! rite
either side of car. Recta*.
gular chrome finish.
:BEAT THE HEAT!
Big 8-Inch
ELECTRIC FAN
S. W. DUNN R. M. OLIVER
Firestone Products — D-X Motor Oils, Fuel
N. E. Court Square Phone $38
WARREN IS PLEASED—: Earl Warren, Republican candidate
for vice president, after he was nominated in Philadelphia. Thomas
E. Dewey, candidate for president said in response to a question
that one of the reasons Warren was chosen as his running mate
was because he and the California governor share the same gen-
eral views on foreign and domestic policies. (AP Wirephoto)
flora Adams, of Cobb.
Those present at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Miles on Father's
Day were Mr. John Keller, Mr.
Chester Keller, Mr. and Mrs.
Winfred Croft, Mr. and Mrs.
Tom Scott, Mr. Tom Miles and
family, Mrs. Rossie Allen and
family, Mrs. Carp Blick, Mrs.
Herbert Blick, Mr. and Mrs.
Frank White, Mr. Arthur Rosser,
Mr. Paul Shaw, Mr. Stoval Reed,
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie McCor-
mick and Junior and George
Miles.
Mr. and Mrs. Rube Dillingham,
Mr. and Mrs. Clint Ladd, Mrs.
Zora Wilson were dinner guests
at the Lacy and Higdon home
Sunday. Miss Nola Wilson called
in the afternoon.
Rev. and Mrs. Henry Row-
land and children visited Mr.
Edd Gresham and family Sun-
day.
Barbara and Beverly Burton,
of Madisonville, spent last week
at their uncle's, Mr. Claud
COOL
AND
COLORFUL
• FORTUNE'S
. VENTILATED
• 1WO-TONES
•
Liv•ly with CO!".1, yea?
7ortun• two-tones w11giv• yes,
sparElingicool writ* •nd 11••p
up yOur •ppearano•. Try a pair.
SAM HOWERTON'S
Fredonia, Ky.
Storms.
Mrs. Ernest Lacy and Mrs.
Arden Higdon visited Mrs. Dock
Chambers, of Otter Pond com-
munity, last week.
-Mr. and Mrs. Claud Storms
and Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Ladd
and sons enjoyed a fish sup-
per at Mr. and Mrs. Clint Ladd's
Saturday night.
Mrs. Attie Haile and Mr. and
Mrs. Cleaton Haile and children,
accompanied by Mr. Burnett
Haile and family, visited rela-
ktives at Hopkinsville Saturday.
1 Among those from other neigh-
borhoods attending church here
Sunday were Mr. and -Mrs. Ralph
Haile, Misses Lula May and Flora
Lee Hensley, Miss Velma Vin-
son, Mr. and Mrs. Guy Leweyeln,
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Keller,
Mr. and Mrs. William Robinson,
Mr. and Mrs. Burnett Haile and
children and Mrs. Leslie Trusty
and daughter Geraldine.
Mr. and Mrs. Lucien Rogers
and Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Rogers
visited Mr. and Mrs. Waydon
tRogesa Sunday.
,Miss Ruth Ladd, of Princeton,
has been visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Johnnie Ladd.
Mrs. Johnnie Rogers and chil-
dren have recently visited rela-
tives in Princeton.
Miss Shirley Smith and Nancy
Wood, of Cobb, visited Miss
Iretta Holmes last week.
Mrs. Ethel Dunning, of Hop-
kinsville, is visiting friends and
relatives here.
Mrs. Merl Keller recently
visited her mother Mrs. Pearl
Ladd.
..->Mr. Claud Storms and family
visited Mr. and Mrs. Waylon
Rogers Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh McGowan
attended the funeral of Mrs. Rosa
McGowan, of Princeton, Sunday
ternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Burress
visited Mr. Lon Haile on his
birthday Sunday, at Bainbridge.
Mrs. Robert McAlister, Jr., Mr.
Jimmie Adams and Misses Irene
and Josephine McAlister, of
Cobb, visited Mrs. Ernest Lacy
one day last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Dorothy Wright,
of Fredonia, and -Mr. and Mrs.
Johnnie McCormick were guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Isaac McCor-
mick Sunday.
Bears are near-sighted because
of their long-time habit of feed-
ing with noses to the ground.
Keen senses of hearing and smell
make up for this deficiency.
To do work equal to that of a
mole, an average-sized man
would have to dig a tunnel wide
enough to permit the passage
of his body thirty-seven miles
long, in a single night.
GALA FOURTH OF JULY SHOW
Alan Ladd in Saigon
PLUS
The Authentic Filming Blow-by-Blow of the
Louis-Walcott Heavyweight
Championship Fight
Showing Knock-Out in Slow Motion
DON'T MISS THIS GALA SHOW
SUNDAY-MONDAY, JULY 4-5
Matinee Sunday 1:00-3:00 P. M.
Night Shows 7:30-9:00 P. M.
KENTUCKY THEATER
Eddyville, Kentucky
Dairy Cows Pay On
Todd County Farms
How milk cows can add to in-
comes of small farmers
shown in the experiences of fam-
ilies in Northern Todd county,
reported by Farm Agent Stuart
Brabant of that county. The last
year eight farmers milking an
average of nine cows kept rec-
ords.
The total average income n
cow was $289. This included
cream or milk sold, stock and
products used at home. The cost
of feed, including feed bought
as well as grain and grass
grown on the farm, averaged
$169 a cow, whioh left a profit
of $120 a cow. Cash sales of
cream or milk totaled $158 a
cow. Gross income varied from
$251 to $331 a cow.
"Good profits were made by
these farmers despite high food
costs," said Brabant. "Most of
the feed was produced on the
farm, but even had it been
bought, fair profits would have
been made.
"Good legume hay ,angel good
pastures helped to lo*er the
Princeton, Ky.
feed cost. Where these were not
available, more high-priced corn
had to be fed or the cows did
not produce well.
"The records also brings out
the importance of high-produc-
ing cows. A few high producers,
well fed, are more profitable
than a larger number of only
fair producers."
The county agent noted that
farmers keeping records learned
much about feeding, the value
of high-producing cows and oth-
MEMORIALS
for
• GOOD QUALITY
• GOOD WORKMANSHIP
*GOOD VALUE
• IN GOOD TASTE
Henry & Henry
Tel. 96 Princeton, Ky.
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Everybody reads The
I have iikived my barber
to
211 HAWTHORNE AI%
You are cordially
to visit Inc in my new .
tion.
Appointment Service, al,
plenty of parking spa,
Phone 697
(Give me a ring)
All you do is put in clothes and soap, set the dial
and forget itt That's really care free washing.
Other features are:
• Fills and empties automatically.
a Washes 8 lbs. of clothes in less than o half-
hour—cleaner, whiter.
• Gives 2 deep, "Live
-Water" rinses.
• Spins clothes damp dry.
• Self-balancing -- needs no bolting down.
• Self-cleaning -- porcelain inside and out.
• Can be hand-controlled for special jobs.
ILC\
ems 4woociaaVoov-714.• yea, poti.
ot4t NO/rfrt sa44ai de/NOtt/
ALSO SEE THE NEW-
Frigidaire Electrk Frigidaire Eiectrk
IRONIC CLOTHES DETRE
Better, faster, easier ironing. Quick, outogotic drc,ng Indotel
T. R. FEAGAN, Proprietor
Phone 536
Groceries - Meats - Fresh Vegetables
Shelf Hardware
Telephone 37-1
FREDONIA, KENTUCKY
Candy Bars, box of 24 5c bars .. 95c
Gum of all brands—Juicy Fruit, Gold
Tip, Spearmint, Dentyne, Beeman's,
Doublemint.
Fruit Cocktail, Tr -Valley,
No. 21/2
 can . 
........ .37c
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE, Unsweetened
46 oz. can . 
. . . .19c
SALAD DRESSING, Miracle
Whip, 1 qt. size . . . . • .. . 65c
CRACKERS, Ovenkist, 2 lb. box ... 39c
1 lb. box . . .. • •• • .... 22c
FIG BARS, 1 lb. pack . . . 
..35c
PEAS, School Day, 2 No. 2 cans .27c
WATERMELONS 
 
. .4c a lb.
ASPARAGUS, No. 2 can 
 19c
PR EM, conned meat, 12 oz. . . .  49c
VIENNA SAUSAGE, Chuck Time 15c
GREEN BEANS, No. 2 can
QUAKER OATS, large
KELI.OGG'S POST CORN
FLAKES, 13 oz.
POST RAISIN BRAN
POSTS TENS .
FLOUR, 25 lb. Admiration
FLOUR, Robinhood, 50 lb.
SUGAR, 10 lb. .
WASHING POWDERS
Supersuds, large .
Rinso, large .
Duz, large
Oxydol, large . .
LARD, 4 lb. bucket .
MEAT, White Salt Butts .
CHEESE, 2 lb. Velveeta . .
16c
32c
$1.59
3.80
80c
33c
33c
$1.19
29c
984
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f)ciII Bonus Rule Battle
y Eiupt At July Conflab
Frank Eck
atitu Press Sports Editor)
York — A lively battle
eball's bonus rule is in
when the major leagues
ir joint meeting in St.
the eve of the July 13
Game.
of the 16 clubs favor re-
the bonus rule with mod-
. 
Both Philadelphia
the Phillies and the
s are against the rule in
ent form. So is Clark
president of the Wash-
Senators.
the present rule a free
omes a bonus player if
ives in excess of $6,000
first year's play when
to a major league con-
:.•luding the amount re-
or signing. The same rule,
arying lesser amounts,
,se for the minor leagues.
inber of big league teams
opted a "wait and see" at-
what some of the major
magnates say about the
rule:
E. Hannagan, St. Louis
Is president—"I favor the
bonuerule. I think that
chieved what it was de-
to achieve at the time it
cted by the major lea-
e C. Stoneham, New
iants president—"For the
we are prepared to watch
en insofar as the bonus
Incerned. So far we have
thing to indicate that the
not workable. But it is
early to properly evalu-
influence upon the game.
The Giants have no bonus play-
ers under contract and so our-
comments are based entirely on
observation."
George M. Weiss, New York
Yankees general manager—"For
the' good of baseball generally
the Yankees favor retaining the
bonus rule in some form. Profit-
ing by the experience of the past
couple of seasons, some changes
might be made in the interest of
more satisfactory operation but
fundamentally we believe a bon-
us rule desirable."
James T. Gallagher, Chicago
Cubs general manager—"I think
the bonus rule has done a lot for
professional baseball--and its
benefits will grow with the
years."
Warren C. Giles, Cincinnati
Reds president—"It has accom-
plished to a great degree the or-
iginal purpose. However, it
would better serve the interests
of the players and the clubs if
the lower classification limits
were increased."
Joseph E, Cronin, Boston Red
Sox general manager—"The Bos-
ton club is open-minded on the
bonus rule. I have read a great
deal regarding it, but feel we
must delve into it pro and con
before making any decision."
Richard. C. Muckerman, St.
Louis Browns president—"When
we vote in July we're going to
vote for the rule as it is. The bo-
nus rule helps the ballplayer
and I'm for that."
Connie Mack, Philadelphia
Athletic president — "The bonus
rule hurts the player, the club
and all baseball. I hope it will
be eliminated in the joint meet-
KEEP COOL IN
UTTAWA ALL-CONCRETE POOL
100,000 to 240,000 gallons of fresh water
every day.
OPEN 1 to 9:30 P. M.
AT CAFE- BARBECUE EVERY DAY AND
RBECUE DINNERS SATURDAYS and SUNDAYS
THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON. KENTUCKY Page Five
ing on July 12."
Clark C. Griffith, Washington
Senators president—"Let's kill
all the regulations governing bo-
nus players, or pass a rule for-
bidding any organization from
signing more than two bonus
players for its complete chain."
There is so much dissension
over the long and involved Lan-
us rule that little can be done at
the St. Louis meeting. Most likely
the executive committee of five
—Commissioner Chandler, Presi-
dents Ford Frick of the National
League and Will Harridge of the
American League, Leslie O'Con-
nor of the Chicago White Sox
and Giles—will table any legis-
lative action for the December
meetings in Chicago.
Highway Deaths
Showing Decline
Frankfort, June 24 — Kentuc-
ky was one of 31 states 'showing
a decrease in highway deaths for
the first four moths in 19,48,
compared with the same period
of last year, a National Safety
Council survey showed.
The council reported 138
deaths occurred in Kentucky
from January through April this
year, seven percent fewer than
the 1947 total of 149. For the
same period of 1946, 247 per-
sons lost their lives on Kentuc-
ky highways.
The survey listed 13 states
with increased traffic fatalities
this year.
"The death reductions are es-
pecially significant because trav-
el is still going up, the council's
report said. "In the ,first three
months this year, motor vehicles
had rolled up a record total of
861/2 billion miles. This has re-
sulted in a 14 percent decline in
the mileage death rate for the
first three months to the lowest
level in the history of motor
vehicle travel."
Women Make Use
Of Club Lessons
How Homemakers Club mem-
bers in Fulton county profited
by their study of home furnish-
ings the last year is seen in re-
ports made to Home Agent Ber-
tha Corbitt McLeod. Included
were 115 slipcovers and 176 glass
curtains made, 247 windows giv-
en new treatment, 240 pairs of
curtains bought, 125 pairs of
draperies bought or made, 250
accessories purchased and 26
rugs and 16 table or chair mats
hooked.
Hedges were such important
parts of the old Roman gardens
that those who cared for them
and trimmed them were given
a special, dignified title.
Swiss chard is a close relative
of the beet.
THONVIVDS
HIRES/
That's the story of New Holland Baler Twine
the Twine with a new twist. Even from one end of
the boll to the other. Longer, stronger fibres,
twisted together to give you a smooth-running
twine. More hours of uninterrupted baling. And
one twine-box full, just four bolls, gives you
more than 800 bales.
ROUGH ON RATS, TOO 1
Actual tests prove born rodents won't go near New Holland
Treated Twine. It's impregnoted with a special chemical
rots hate. And that some solution resists moisture, too.
Resists dampness even when your New Holland Twine-tied
boles are out in the Asstd.
Stop in at our store today. Get ready for a steody
wawa of smooth baling.
NEW HOLLAND
FARM ENGINEERED MACHINERY FOR UTTER 
FARMING
DEWEY GREETS THRONG AFTER NOMINATION—Smiling exurberatly, Gov. Thomas E. Dewey
of New York waves a greeting to widely cheering delegates who nominated him at 'Philadel-
phia, Pa. (June 24) to head the GOP presidential ticket. On the speaker's stand with Gov. Dewey
is Mrs. Dewey. (AP Wirephoto)
Lilacs are natives of the Bal-
kans, and are believed to have
been imported to the United
States before 1750.
Poison gas is the best method
for the destruction of moles, one
of the most troublesome of gar-
den and lawn pests.
Cucumbers originally came
from southern Asia and have
been grown for more than 4,000
years.
-Kers Grow Berries
Eight members of 4 II clubs in
Jackson county grew 100 to 150
allons of strawberries on a guar-
er of an acre each. Most of
hem doubled their acreage• for
ext year, and seven boys and
iris started new patches. A
arge number of families in
Jackson county are growing
strawberries for home use and
o sell.
Meet a pair of happy partners. Miss Sunbeam and your friendly
neighborhood grocer, two folks who help you keep your family
happy and well-fed!
Yes, little Miss Sunbeam's a great big help in keeping
your family well-fed. Specially these days when we're
all being asked to conserve food. Her oven-fresh loaf
helps stretch meat, eggs and cheese. Sunbeam today
and see how many tasty casseroles, puddings and other
food-stretcher recipes you can prepare with the bread
that's "crumb protected- to stay fresh longer!.
CONSERVE VITAL FOODS THE SUNBEAM WAYI
Circulars For Farmers
New and revised circulars of
the College of Agriculture and
Home Economics, University of
Kentucky, are "Septic Tanks for
Dwellings", "Planning and Plant-
ing An Orchard", and "Sprays
for the Home Fruit Orchard".
Copies may be had free at of-
fices of county agents or county
home demonstration agents or by
writing to the college at Lex-
ington.
D44 Stock
WANTED
The Kentucky Rendering Works will pick
up your dead stock promptly, free of charge
and on sanitary trucks which are disinfected
daily. We pick up horses, cows and hogs. Call
Kentucky Rendering Works
Phone 898 Princeton, Ky.
We pay all phone charges.
James D. Keeney
Funeral services for James D.
Keeney, Franklin street, who
died Saturday, were held Sun-
day at Morgan's Funeral Home.
Mr. Keeney, who was 83 years
old, retired from business in 1922
on account of ill health and had
been confined to his bed since
March.
Mr. Keeney was born in Cald-
well county. His wife, Mary Cash
Keeney, preceded him in death.
Surviving are two sons, Herman
J. Keeney, of Paducah; Dr. B.
L. Keeney, of Princeton, and a
daughter, Mrs. J. S. McBride,
also of Princeton.
Services were conducted by
Dr. Summers Brinson. The Pi-
pers of the Ogden Memorial
Methodist Church had charge of
the song service and arrangement
of flowers.
Pallbearers were B. N. Lusby,
Otho Towery, Frank Hubbard,
Kelsie Cummins, Gene Chandler
and Harry Hutchinson. Inter-
ment was in Cedar Hill Cem-
etery.
Ritchard P'Pool
Funeral services for Ritchard
P'Pool, 86, who died June 24,
at his home at Cadiz, Route 1,
were held at the home of his
son, George P'Pool, in Trigg
county, June 25. Death was
caused from heart trouble. He
was born in Cadiz in 1802.
Survivors are seven sons:
George, Cadiz; Charlie, Walton-
is; Herman, Princeton; Otice,
Outwood; Amos, Cobb, Route 2;
three daughters, Mrs. Luther
Mitchell, Princeton; Mrs. Mar-
shall Sanders and Mrs. Tom Mer-
rick, Cobb, Route 2; a step-
daughter, Mrs. Howard Oliver,
of Princeton; 57 grandchildren
and, 00 great-grandchildren.
Pallbearers were Thomas Mer-
rick, Herman Mitchell, Eura
P'Pool, Lewis Edward Sanders,
Pat P'Pool and Herbert P'Pool.
Flower girls were Dorothy and
Doris Anderson, Phyllis P'Pool,
Ellouise Merrick and Hettie
Sanders.
Funeral services were conduht-
ed by the Rev. John Hamilton
and burial was in Adams Cem-
etery, Trigg county.
H. L. Thompson, Sr.
H. Lloyd Thompson, Sr., far-
mer resident of the Otter Pond
community, died Sunday morn-
ing, the day before his 51st
birthday, at his home in Hop-
kinsville. He had been ill for
several weeks.
Mr. Thompson was born in
Caldwell county and was a
prominent farmer here for a
number of years. For the last
several years he was the office
manager of the Pennyrile Elec-
tric Cooperative. His father pre-
ceded him in death June 14.
He joined the Harmony Bap-
tist Church in his youth and lat-
er moved his membership to
the First Baptist Church, Hop-
kinsville.
Survivors include his widow,
Louise Merriman Thompson; a
son, Henry Lloyd Thompson; a
sister, Miss Juanita Thompson of
Hopkinsville, and several uncles
and aunts.
Funeral services were conduct-
ed Monday afternoon at 4:30
o'clock at the Keightley Funeral
Home of Dr. William Peyton
Thurman, pastor of the First
Baptist Church, in charge.
Pallbearers were Edgar Bur-
chett, Quint McGee, Howard
Wiggins, John Harburg, Malcolm
McConnell, Howard McConnell.
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Mrs. Rosa McGowan
Mrs. Rota P. McGowan, life-
time resident of Caldwell coun-
ty, died at her home Friday
morning. Funeral services were
conducted by the Rev. David
Schulherr at Morgan's Funeral
Home Sunday.
The daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
R. M. Pool, Mrs. McGowan was
born in 1887. She was the widow
of J. W. McGowan, who died 21
years ago.
Surviving are three sisters,
Mrs. Willie Polk and Mrs. Flor-
ence Goodwin, of Herrin,
Mrs. Zelner Reed, of Christian
county, and a son, Harold, of
Princeton.
Pallbearers were nephews
from Hopkinsville and Herrin.
Burial was in Cedar Hill Cem-
etery.
Legion To Celebrate
The annual Fourth of July cel-
ebration sponsored by the Mar-
ion American Legion Post will
be held July 5, at Crayne Field,
north of Marion on highway 60.
Shows will furnish entertain-
ment on the midway for tan-
seekers, with free acts and rides.
Thetre will be bingo games,
Wheels of fortune and a beauti-
ful display of fireworks at night.
There will be plenty of food
and admission to the grounds
will be free.
Pontiac Mechanics Go
To Hydra-Matic Class
Jimmie Mitchell and Garnett
A. Lewis, of the Mitchell Imple-
ment Co., attended a factory-
sponsored course in Owensboro
recently, where they received
individual instruction from H. L.
Seiss, Pontiac zone service in-
structor, through the use of
training aids and actual work
on the no-clutch-no-shift trans-
mission itself.
IN CASH PRIZES!*
• INCLUDING DEALER PRIZES
1st Prize • • • $5,000.00
2nd Prize • • . 
2,000.00
3rd prize . . . 
'1,000.00
4th prize. • • • • •
500.00
5th Prize • • • • • • 
250.00
25 PRIZES OF 
$513.00 EACH
100 PRIZES OF 
$25.00 EACH
250 PRIZES OF 
Si 0.00 EACH
ANYONE may enter—anyone
may win. No complicated
rules to follow—no jingles to
write—no puzzles to solve!
Simply do this: Try Orange-
Crush, then use the entry blank
below or get one from your
Orange-Crush dealer. Write
down the exact wording which
appears on the bock of the
Orange-Crush bottle. Then in 25 words or less,
complete this simple statement: "I like Orange-
Crush because " That's all there is
to it! And you may win one of 380 big cash prim!
JUST FOLLOW:THESE SIMPLE RULES:
Write the words appearing on back
of the Orange-Crush Brown Bottle.
a In 25 words or less, finish this state-
'''. ment: "I like Orange-Crushbecause 
Print your name and address and
your Orange-Crush dealer's on your
entry. Mail it with one Orange-CrushBottle Cap (wrapp•d s•curely1 to:Orange-Crush Company, Box 6799, Chi-
cago 77, Ill.
0 All entries must be postmarked bymidnight August 15, 1948.
Entries will be judged by ReubenH. Donnelley Corporation. Decision
USE THIS EASY
ENTRY BLANK
Sond in osrnony *riffles as ywo
,u
wish Thu more times you isn
Ilse bettor your chance to su 
•
THIS CONTEST EXPIRES MIDNIGHT,
AUG. IS, 1948. Moil to Orange-CRUSH,
Sox 6799, Chicago 77, Illinois. Remember
to enclose Orange-CRUSH bottle cap ...
stlicurely wrapped.
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of judges will be final. Duplicate prizes
awarded in case of ties. All entries, con-
tents and ideas therein become the prop-
erty of the Orange-Crush Company.
Q Contest open to residents of Conti-nental U. S. except employees of
Orange-Crush Company, their bottlers
or their employees, their advertising
agencies and families. Subject to allFederal and State regulations.
Send in as many entries as you wish,
each on a separate sheet, and each ac-
companied by one Orange-CRUSH
Bottle Cap. Entries will be judged on
sincerity and originality.
Try Orange-Crush today. Enjoy the fresh
fruit flavor that has made Orange-Crush
America's No. 1 bottled orange drink for 30
years. It makes good food taste better. Per-
fect for picnics and parties. As wholesome and
safe for youngsters as it is for grown-ups.
These are only e few of the reasons why you'll
like Orange-Crush. You'll think of plenty
more to write down when you enjoy "That
Heavenly Orange Flatorl"
(1) The label on the back of the Orange-CRUSH
(2) I like Orange-CRUSH because 123 etidttlegial words ow low)
WHOLE WEEK
ANGEL FOOD
POTATO CHIPS
VELVEETA
CREAM CHEESE
LIVESSULTANAStuffed
4 oz. jar 27c
PEAS s,f,ie(7:3aDc Y
PORK & BEANS
HEINZ CATSUP
PEACHES
Thursda , Jul 1, is,
111,1-tw
35c
25c
79c
99c
59c
21c
27c
21c
24c
25c
25c
42c
25c
LARDFresh, Pure 40 lb. $11.49Lan
BEVERAGES Yukon Qt. Club Bottle 10c
CANDY BARS 5c 6 FOR
 25cVarieties
8 O'CLOCK COFFEE 3 BLBA.G$1.15
SUGAR Fine 10 LB. 
. Granulated I 88c
FRUIT JARS Mason Pfs. QtS. Regular Doz. VV Doz. 60c
PICK LES Longs Dill, Sour Qt. 25cor Sweet Mixed
CIGARETTES Popular CTN. 55Brands Inc. Tax $1. 
MARSHMALLOWS 
Recipe Bag 20c
ARMOURS TREET Lunches"
'Jskeat Can 50c
COOKIES 59Anniversary Asst. Box c
COCA COLA or 6 bottIs 
C: 24e $1 0 0( 
PORK & BEANS DEL 4 
-°z. 25MAR. Cans
VEGETABLE COCKTAI• L Ten4:7::71d /9c
TUNA FISH
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE DUE TO MARKET CONDITIONS.
I 1, 1948 THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KEtsh'UCKY
Dorothy Ann Davis Phone .50
Days of Summer
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\tr. Charles William
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th, Ratliff street. The
teak place Saturday af-
Joe 26, at the home of
Knoth, Kuttawa,
the single ring cere-
But Griffith was matron
and Mr. Griffith serv-
brother as best man.
present were Mrs. J. W.
Mrs. Guy Satterfield,
Mrs, William Satterfield
Billy, of Owensboro.
bride wore an aqua blue
brown accessories. Her
us of white carnations.
Griffith has been employ-
the Southern Bell Tel
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ad Mr. Griffith is an em-
the I. C. Railway Co.
ely following the cer-
the couple left for a
trip to Evansville, Ind.
are at home on Ratliff
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for old problem
to do for woman's oldest
functional monthly pain?
trrl and woman has found
In Cumm's 2-way help.
lei CY= may make things
for you in either of two
Warted 3 days before
the and taken as directed
libel, it should help relieve
'periodic pain; (2) taken
the motth like a tonic,
improve your appetite,aid
and thus help build up
far the trying days to
Cart is scientifically pre-.
scientifically tested. If
"tt those certain Urines;
tcday.
Randolph - Chambers
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Randolph,
Washington street, announce the
marriage of their daughter, Rose
Mitchell, to Mr. Urey B. Cham-
bers, Monday, June 28, in Hop-
kinsville. They left immediately
for a honeyn.00n in Florida,
Cuba and western states.
Joy Class
The Joy Class of the First
Christian Church will meet at
the home of Mrs. Thomas Win-
e r s, Loctiir street, tonight
(Thursday) at 7:30 o'clock. This
will be the last meeting of the
year, and all members are urg-
ed to attend. Newly elected cf-
ficers for 1948-49 are: Mrs. K.
T. Vick, president; Mrs. Tom W.
Collins, vice president and sec-
retary; Mrs. H. A. Travis, treas-
urer, and Mrs. Clifton Pruett,
teacher.
Visiting J. B. Lesters
Mrs. J. B. Lester and mother,
Mrs. Maine Pollard, returned
last week-end from Sheffield,
Ala., where they were guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Dugger.
Mrs. Dugger returned home with
them for a visit and Mr. Dug-
ger will arrive this week-end.
Other guests in the Lester home
this week-end will be Mr. and
Mrs. Charles "Soni" Lester and
daughter, Roberta Bryan, of
Cleveland, 0., Miss Martha
Jane Lester, of Vanderbilt Uni-
virsity, Nashville, Tenn., and Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Pollard, of
Louisville.
Fredonia WMS
The Missionary Society of the
First Presbyterian church, Fre-
donia, held its regular meeting
with Miss Imogene Wigginton
Friday night. Mrs. Cecil Bra-
sher and Mrs. Ivan H. Bennett
had charge of the program.
Devotional was given by Mrs.
Brasher, followed by a Hymn,
"Jesus Calls Us".
Articles given were, "Even
There Sihall Thy Hand Lead
Me", by Mrs. J. B. Sory, and
"Off the Beaten Trail in the
Philippines", by Mrs. John F.
Rice.
A Hymn, "Tell Me the Story
of Jesus" and the closing Hymn,
"An Evening Prayer", followed.
Mrs. T. L. Coil, Mrs. Leslie
Bright and Rev. Donald Deane
were visitors. Members present
were Mrs. Cecil Brasher, Mrs.
Isaac Butler, Mrs. Ivan H. Ben-
nett, Mrs. John F. Rice and Miss
Imogene Wigginton.
Refreshments were served dur-
ing the social period.
Country Club Picnic
There will be a barbeque
picnic Monday, July 5, at 6:39
o'clock at the Princeton Country
Club. Members and their out-
of-town guests are invited.
Cedar Bluff Homemakers
Cedar Bluff Homemakers met
with Mrs. Tula Goodwin June
10. Officers were elected for the
coming year, and the lesson was
given by Mrs. Herbert Williams.
The scripture lesson and thought
for the month were given by
Mrs. Tully Choice, and recrea-
tion period was devoted to
games and quiz contests, the
prize being won by Mrs. Paul
Bates.
Refreshments were served to
Mesdames Orville Bates, Will
Henry Pool,e Nath Bates, Will
Fike, Herbert Williams, Tully
Choice, Delia Gresham and Mrs.
Tula Goodwin; Misses Sue Poole
and Barbara Sue Goodwin.
The next meeting will be held
at the home of Mrs. Will Henry
Poole July 8 at 2 o'clock.
The Leader
Congratulates
Mr. and Mrs. Bailey Blane
Compton, 70 2 N. Jefferson
street, on the birth of a son,
Bailey Blane, Jr., June 25.
* * *
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Lester
Herr, Eagon street, on the birth
of a daughter, Nancy Lee,
June 26.
* * *
Mr. and Mrs. James Lee
George, Fredonia, Route 3, on
the birth of a son, Larry Wayne,
June 3.
* * *
Mr. and Mrs. Garrett Lewis,
Dawson Road, on the birth of a
daughter, June 20. She has been
named Velma Ann.
* * *
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Wynn, La-
masco, in the birth of a daugh-
ter, June 22. She has been named
TEIELX.Q32e=fdfdrOJEISIERIREESINIPAIRIdldf
EFORE THE
FOURTH
MEN'S
SHOE
On all 1948
Sport Styles
Regular
$8.95
SPORT
!rTLVES
Regular
$1.95
SPORT
STLTES
(Ventilated)
Regular $11.95
SPORT STYLES
,
,u‘
?Jj1.7.1 ,J J
NOW
$5.95
\\\ #Afie
' 170 7:7 t-1
Leisure
MOCCASINS
(Special)
Most types at each pria
Most-sizes in most style.
$6.95 saiitige-t4 ifp to $6.00 per pair
tuake it worthwhile to BUY NOW:
s
SALE STARTS FRIDAY, JULY 2
ALL SALES CASH SEE OUR NO 
REFUNDS
WINDOWS
PRINCETON SHOE CO.
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U. S. Rep. Margaret Chase (left), 49, and her mother, Mrs.
Carrie Chase, 73, receive congratulations at their Skowhegan,
Me., home (June 22) by phone after Margaret's unprecedented
landslide nomination to the U. S. senate in the Maine primary.
Margaret said the September election will be an anti-climax
to winning the Maine GOP nomination. She believes nomination
is tantamount to victory. (AP Wirephoto)
Brenda Louise. Mrs. Wynn is
the former Mary Louise Deboe,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. C. E.
Deboe, of Caldwell county, and
Mr. and Mrs. Hular Wynn, Lyon
county, are paternal grandpar-
ents.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. James Kelly
Foster, Route 3, on the birth of
a son, Dennis Wayne, June 23.
Pell/lona&
Rumsey Taylor, Jr., returned
last week-end to Georgia Tech,
Atlanta, after a visit to his par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Rumsey Tay-
lor, Locust street.
• • •
Mrs. Cora Dee Eldred Catlett
left Wednesday for Danville and
Louisville where she will visit
relatives before returning to her
home in Los Angeles, Cailf. She
will also visit Mr. and Mrs. Ger-
ard Kevil, St. Louis, enroute
home. Mrs. Catlett has been the
guest of her uncle, Mr. Dique
Eldred and Mrs. Eldred the last
several weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Majors
and son, Joe, Cincinnati, 0., are
visiting his mother, Mrs. W. E.
Majors and sister, Mrs. Ethel
French and family, Highland
Avenue.
• • •
Miss Viola Smith, Cincinnati,
0., is visiting her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. R. H. Smith, Route 5.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. John O'Hara
and son, Johnny, of Murphys-
boro, Tenn., spent last week-end
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
L. E. O'Hara, Hopkinsville
Road.
• • •
Mr. S. D. Hodge, Sr., Misses
Virginia and Mary Dancie tioage
and S. D. Hodge, Jr., of Chicago,
have returned from a trip to
Toronto, Canada, Detroit, Niag-
ara Falls, New York City, Phil-
adelphia, Baltimore and Pitts-
burg.
• • a 
Mr. and Mrs. William Satter-
field and sons, Billy and Bobby,
spent last week-end with his
mother, Mrs. Guy Satterfield,
and other relatives.
turn Wednesday from Louis-
Miss KathartneS Garrett re-
ed At The Ch
ville, where she spent several
days.
• •
Mr. Pete Gates, Cincinnati, 0.,
spent last week-end with his
mother, Mrs. John 0. Gates,
Washington street.
• • •
r. and Mrs. Guy Martin and
c ildren, Mary Burt and Guy
., ;Ir., will arrive this week-end
for a visit to her mother, Mrs. J.
A Stegar, -Locust street.
• • •
Mrs. John Hendricks, of Dan-
ville, Ind., arrived Saturday for
a few days visit with friends in
Princeton and her sister, Mrs.
I. N. Day in Dawson Springs.
•
• ov olksits
•
Insurance
You can't get it by wire
After your home's on fire.
Get It Here
Where the Golden Rule
Applies.
C. A. Woodall
Ins. Agency
Phone 54
- 117 W. Main St.
Princeton, Ky.
•
,4* 114410
urches
FIRST CHRISTIAN
The new church year begins
today with new committee chair-
men leading the various phases
of endeavor.
The congregation and pastor
will support the union evening
services to be held weekly dur-
iyg .11gys and August.
i'lletrs of the Layman's
Leagtie will have their monthly
meeting Monday night. After
the meal, which will be served
at 7 o'clock, the group will hold
a brief business session and then
see a motion picture entitled
"Child City". All men are in-
vited.
We were happy to welcome
Mr. and Mrs. Leamon Stallings
and Mrs. Clifton Pruett into fel-
lowlhip of the church Sunday.
We cordially welcome all who
come to worship and visit in our
mi St.
ASCO BAPTIST
Rev. J. T. Cunningham will
preach Sunday morning at 11
o'clock at the Lamasco Baptist
Church.
PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
Old Madisonville Road, Rev.
William E. Cunningham, pastor.
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Young People's Service 6:00
p.m.
Evangelistic Service 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday evening prayer
service 7:00 p.m.
Saturday. Evangelistic service
7:00 p.m.
-Joiner's- -Red Spot-
PAINT ;
By Comparing These Red Spot Prices
Red Spot House Paint
Red Spot Floor Enamel
Red Spot 4-hr. Enamel
Red Spot Parmolite
Red Spot 1.1noquick
Red Spot Flatwall Paint
Red Spot Casein (original
water paint)
Pt. Qt. 14 Gal. Gal.
$1.50 $2.75 $4.75
.65 1.25 2.40 4.00
15 1.50 2.75 5.00
12.5 2.40 4.00
.65 1.50 2.75 5.00
.65 AO 1.70 3.00
00. 1.70 3.00
Your Paint Dollar Will Last Longer
JOINER'S 1.
A Paint For Every Purpose
-Red Spot-
BARBEE MEMORIAL
CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN
J. P. Bright, Pastor
Sunday School, 9:45 a.m., R.
C. Ethridge, Supt.
Morning Worship, 11 a.m.
Youth Fellowship, 6 p.m.
Evening Worship, 7 p.m.
Midweek Worship, Wednes-
day, 7 p.m.
Choir Rehearsal, Wednesday, 8
p.m.
You will find a welcome at all
services.
CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
David W. Schulherr, mInLster
9:45 Sunday School
10:45 Morning Worship
5:45 Westminster Fellowship
7:30 Evening Worship
FIRST BAPTIST
H. G. M. Hatter, Pastor.
9:45 a.m. Sunday School.
11:50 a.m. Morning Service.
6:45 p.m. Training Union.
7:30 Evening Worship.
NOW you can get
VICTOR
ADDING MACHINES
as low as MN"!
Choke of 10-key or full key-
board models at same tow price.
Totaling capacity, one cant /ewe
than ton million dollars.
?Co: litat
Al. in
10-keyboord.
As adv•rtlassI In
Saturday Ev•ning Post
Fortune, Businsu Wools,
Full line of famous Victor
Adding Machines. All pur-
pose hand or electric models
to add, subtract, multiply
and compute Credit Bal-
ance. Fully guaranteed
one year. Liberal trade-in
allowance. Call for a dens
onstration TODAY!
Howard D.
Happy Co.
(Incorporated)
rgrarola-g-o_arares,IxemaergRrow_rat
OGDEN MEMORIAL
METHODIST
Dr. Summers Brinson, pastor.
Church School 9:45 A.M.
Morning Worship 10:45 A.M.
Evening Worship 7 P.M.
Youth Fellowship 6 P.M.
Sgt. Lieber Takes Army
Warrant Officer's Ex'am
S. Sgt. Bert Lieber, local re-
cruiter, took army examinations
for a warrant officer's rating at
Godman Flying Field, Fort Knox,
last week. Sgt. Lieber said he
passed his preliminary tests and
is awaiting notification of results
on final tests from Washington.
He was accompanied to Fort
Knox by his wife and daughter,
Eva Jo.
According to a survey, con-
sumer interest in colored kitchen
equipment has risen more than
100 percent during the last two
years. 38 percent of 120,000 wom-
en interviewed want colored kit-
chen cabinets.
Page Seven
In Appreciation
We would not be unmindful
of each of our neighbors and
friends who were so kind and
considerate. of our loving father,
J. D. Keeney during his long
illness. We especially thank Dr.
Frank Giannini, the Morgans,
Mrs. Vine Pruett and Mrs. Su-
die Hutchinson for their untir-
ing and faithful ministrations
for our loved one's comfort. May
He who watches over us all be
with each of you is our hearts'
desire.
The Family
Hosiery Mill Workers
Begin Vacations Monday
The Princeton Hosiery Mills
will close for one week begin-
ning Monday to allow the ap-
proximately 450 employes to
take their annual week's vaca-
tion, a mill official said Wed-
nesday. Work will be resumed
July 12.
Everybody reads The Leader!
STORE CLOSED
MONDAY, JULY 5
Shop Saturday, July 3
Finkel's Fair Store
Hail Insurance
I- Don't Take Chances With Hail -
Avoid worry and possible catastrophe! Pro- Fl
tect your tobacco crop with one of our "OLD
LINE" Hail Insurance Policies.
to insure early.
It costs no more
THE CONTINENTAL INSURANCE CO.
C. A. WOODALL, Agent
Princeton, Ky.
,J7L'. -117_ 1.17 r
BEFORE THE FOURTH
swim"'
415 PAIRS NATIONALLY ADVERTISED
SHOES FROM REGULAR STOCK
DRASTICALLY REDUCED
Our entire stock of all
white and brown and
white summer dress san-
dals, ties and pumps . . .
Now $4.99
likegk) °
1404.1
IL' '19
$4.99
Spring Patent,
Blue, Red and Green
Dress Shoes
Now $3.99
SALE STARTS FRIDAY, JULY 2
Princeton Shoe Company
NO REFUNDS
SEE OUR
WINDOWS ALL SALES CASH
7.
Mayo Clinic Tries Radar
For Heating Body Tissues
By Frank Carey were beamed through space and
(AP SCIENCE REPORTER) reflected back from targets they
Rochester, Minn. - The tiny
radiowaves that provided the
"eyes" of radar are now under
study as possible aids in treat-
ing the human body.
While radar figuratively help-
ed to cook the goose of the Axis,
researchers at the Mayo Clinic
hope it now will provide a new
means for heating living tissue
in the treatment of disorders in-
fluenced by penetrating heat.
In radar tiny "microwaves"
encountered-thus producing an
"image" of the target on a spe-
cial screen.
In the still-experimental tech-
nique known as "microkymato-
therapy", or "microwave diather-
my", they are designed to pene-
trate tissue at any deiired point
-and du such things as heat
muscle layers beneath the skin
and increase the flow of blood.
A group of Mayo investigators,
headed by Dr. Frank H. Krunsen
Increased rates for local exchange telephone
service and intra-state message toll service in
the State of Kentucky filed with the Kentucky
Public Service Commission June 22, 1948,
TO BECOME EFFECTIVE JULY 16, 1948
under the provisions of the Kentucky Statutes
are as follows:
Princeton and Fredonia:
LOCAL SERVICE, MONTHLY RATE
For Classes of Service Offered Under Applicable Tariffs
Business Residence
Individual Line $4.50 Individual Line 
2-Party Line 
 
3,75 2-Party Line 
 
2.00
4-Party Line 
 3.25 4-Party Line 
 1.75
Rural Line 
 2.75 Rural Line 
 1.50
Semi-Public Telephone Service
Daily guarantee required from local message revenue:
At exchanges with monthly Bus. Ind.
Flat Rate of: Daily Guarantee is:
$13.50 35c
9.00 22%c
7.25, 6.75, 6.25, 6.00 17%c
5.50, 5.00, 4.50 15e
Less than $4.50 12%c
Rate of commission, 20% of amount collected for local messages is
excess of the guarantee.
Public Telephone Service
Rate of commission' 15% on all telephone message receipts.
Extra Exchange Line Mileage
The following monthly mileage charges apply in connection with
main stations or PBX systems located outside the base rate area, but
within the exchange area, and are in addition to the base rate for
the class of service furnished. Airline measurement.
Individual line, or PBX trunk line per i/4 mile or fraction thereof .40
Two party line, each main station, per Va mile or fraction thereof .25
Four party line, each main station, per 1/4 mile or fraction thereof .15
Rural Line Service:
From two miles to four miles, each main station per month $ .25
From four miles to seven miles, each main station per month  .50
Beyond seven miles of the base rate area, each
main sta. per no. 
 .75
Discounts
All charges for telep`aone service are net cliarges and not subject to
discounts.
Concessions
A concession of 25% from the regular rate is allowed churches and
charitable institutions under provisions of applicable tariffs.
Service Connection Charges - Moves and Changes
Exchange Grouping
Company Station Basis
0- 5,000- Over
Service Connection Charges 500 10,000 10,000
(a) Instrumentalities Not in Place
Bus. Main Station or PBX Trunk, each
Bus. Ext. Sta. or PBX Stations, each
Res. Main Station or PBX Trunk, each
Res. Ext. Station or PBX Station, each
(b) Instrumentalities in Place
For entire service or any instrument
utilized-for the reconnection of PBX
stations, each station, 1.50 1.75 2.00
Exchange Grouping
Company Station Basis
0- 5,000- Over
Moves and Changes 500 10,000 10,000
For moving a telephone set from one location
to another on same premises, each main station,
extension station or PBX station $1.50
For changes in type or style of set 1.50 1.75 2.00
Toll Terminals, Monthly Rate
At exchanges where this service is offered:
Schedule 1 Schedule 2 Schedule 3
$5.00 $4.00
Auxiliary Lines, Monthly Rate
At exchanges where this service is offered:
Schedule 1 Schedule 2 Schedule 3 Schedule 4$9.00 $6.00 $5.00
Service Stations
Class A: Each line, minimum monthly rate Bus. md. Flat Rate
Each station minimum monthly
rate 1-6th Bus. Ind. Flat Rate
Class C: Each line Twice Bus. Ind. Flat Rate
Extension Stations, Monthly Rate
Business, flat or message rate, each $1.50
Residence, flat rate , each 1.00
Above rates apply in connection with Main Line Service
Wiring Plans and Miscellaneous Equipment and Services
Increases in monthly rate and/or installation charge ranging from$ .05 to $5.00 apply in connection with these services and equipments
depending upon the type and size of the item.
Private Branch Exchange Service
Trunk Lines:
Flat rate, each per month:
Bothway 11/2 Ind. Line Flat Rate
Inward 
 Ind. Line Flat Rate
Message rate, bothway only, in connection with hotel and
apartment house service (Existing message allowance pro-
visions and excess message charges remain unchanged):
At Louisville, Frankfort, Owensboro and Paducah:
First Trunk each per month.... Ind. Line Msg. Rate
Additional, each per month % Ind. Line Msg. Rate
At all other exchanges:
First trunk each per month $5.50
Additional, each per month 
 2.75
Switchboards and Associated Equipment:
Increases in monthly rate ranging from $ .25 to $11.00 apply in
connection with this equipment depending upon type and size of
switchboard and associated equipments.
Intrastate Message Toll Service
Initial period station-to-station day message toll rates will be in-
creased five cents ($0.05) on most calls over 72 miles and on some
calls less than 18 miles. Initial period station-to-station night and
Sunday rates will be increased five cents ($0.05), ten cents ($0.10),
or fifteen cents ($0.15) on calls over 72 miles, the majority of the in-
creases being ten cents ($0.10), and increases of five cents ($0.05)
will be made on some calls of less than 18 miles.
Initial period rates for most person-to-person toll calls over tet
miles will be increaged by either five cents ($0.05), ten cents ($0.10),
or fifteen cents ($0.15).
The amount of the increase in rates for overtime periods will not be
more than five cents ($0.05).
Initial period rates will be for four minues of overtime for station-to-
station calls of ten miles or leas, and for three minutes for all other
calls. Overtime period rates will be for two minutes of overtime for
station-to-station calls of fourteen miles or less, and for one minute
for all other calls.
Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph
Company, Inc.,
J. M. McAlister,
Kentucky Manager
GAVE CHILDREN AWAY -
Mrs. Billie Harvey (above)
who with her husband, Wil-
liam Harvey, 36, radio an-
nouncer, gave away their seven
children so "they will be able
to have the things we couldn't
provide for them", pose in
her room in Miami, Fla. (June
22). The children ranged from
nine months to eight years.
(AP Wirephoto)
of the section on physical medi-
cine, already has published a
premilinary report on the use of
radar waves to heat living tis-
sue in experimental animals.
A microwave is in extreme-
ly short wave of enetrical cur-
rent. The type of wave used in
the heating technique measures
only 10 centimeters (a little over
three inches) in length. Such
waves vibrate about three bil-
lion times a second. Radiowaves
used in commercial broadcast-
ing are more than 50,000 times
longer and their vibrating date
is only around 1,600,000 times a
second.
The ideal wave for heating
living tissue would be one that
would be short enough to be
focused on any desired area. It
also would have a high enough
frequency to produce adequate
penetration and absorption.
Various types of radiating
waves are already in use for
heating living tissues. These in-
clude:
1. Infra-red heat waves-the
invisible rays of the sun lo-
cated immediately next to the
visible spectrum. Man can pro-
duce infra-red waves with spe-
cial lamps.
2. "L o n g -wave" diathermy
with frequencies up to three fil-
lion cycles a second.
3. "Short-wave" diathermy
(radio) radiations of about 30
meters in length and frequen-
cies of ten million cycles a sec-
ond.
4. "Ultra-short" radio waves
of 3-meter length and frequen-
cies of 100 million cycles a sec-
ond.
Thus, the new microwaves are
30 times shorter and vibrate 30
times faster than "ultra
-short"
waves.
Infra-red rays can be focused
from a lamp like a searchlight
beam, hut they penetrate scarce-
ly at all. The "short" radio-
waves employed up to now are
penetrating, but they can not
be focused.
The new microwaves are fed
into a cone
-shaped director
which can be focused on a spec-
ific area and beamed very ac-
curately.
The Mayo studies on animals
have shown that such waves are
at least as penetrating as "ul-
tra
-short waves." There also is
preliminary evidence that mic-
rowaves are absorbed more ef-
ficiently.
If human use is demonstrated
as feasible, the researchers re-
ported, "the possibility of plac-
ing the microwave director in
any position will provide wide
flexibility in therapeutic appli-
cation. Freedom from pads, en-
cumbering cables and toweling
commonly used with short-wave
diathermy will permit more rap-
id cooling of the skin. The radi-
ation from the single microwave
director can be beamed and lo-
calized in the manner of a spot-
light, thus facilitating clinical ap-
plication."
The studies on animals showed
the following:
I. Internal tissue can be ade-
quately sheated without undue
heating of the skin.
2. A definite increase of blood
flows occurs in a part heated by
microwaves.
For You To Feel Well
24 hou,, every day, 7 days every
week, 
 stopping. the kidney• filteroasts matter from the blood.
If more people were aware of how the
kidneys mutt conatantay remove sur-plus fluid, miser acids and other suite
matter that cannot silty In the blood
without injury to health. there wouldbe better understanding of ski, the
whole system is upset when kldney• fall
to function properly.
Harzlag, meaty Or VIO frequent urIn•-des sentethate warns that somethingis WTOISS. Yee may suffer nagging back-
ache, bearlaehee, dirtiness, rheumatic
pains, getting up at nights •wellIng
Why not try Poon's Poll., You willbe ming • medicine rerommended the
country one,. Itnan'• stinnuint. the fune
tIon of the kidneys and help them to
flush out potennou• suip from theblood. They contain nothing harmful
Get Dosn's today. Use with confides.
At all drug mono..
Junior Conservation
Boys Going To Camps
The first contingents of ap-
proximately 24000 Junior Con-
servation Club boys who will
visit camps at Dale Hollow and
Kentucky Lake during the sum-
mer as guests of the Division of
Game and Fish are now enjoy-
ing thrills of out-of-door camp-
ing, the division has announced.
Boys from the Fifth District
opened their week's stay at Dale
Hollow's two camps last Sunday,
June 6, while boys from the First
and Second districts were at
Kentucky Lake. Each of the three
camps will take care of about 60
boys at a time, making a total of
180 boys each wiek for the three
camps, or a total of approximate-
ly 2,000 who will be guests dur-
ing the 10 weeks of camping.
The cost to each boy is $7 a
week, for food, with the other
expenses being absorbed by the
Division.
Camps are under supervision of
experienced campers, with ex-
perts in boating, swimming and
other recreational phases being
in charge at all times. Boys from
the Third district will attend the
Dale Hollow camps next week,
June 13 to 19, while those from
the Seventh will be present from
June 20 to
the First
will attend
26. Other groups from
and Second districts
Kentucky Lake camp.
Recipe Of Week
"The greener the leaf the more
vitamin A" is a good statement
to remember in selecting and
preparing and preparing cab-
bage. For that reason, don't
throw away the outer leaves,
says Mrs. Pearl Haak, specialist
in foods at the College of Agri-
culture and Home Economics,
University of Kentucky.
Cabbage with Cheese Sauce
Cut cabbage in wedges. Cook
uncovered in boiling salted wa-
Every Saturday Eleginniat nt 10:90
Rain or Shine
910.00 if They Do Sell
Anybody can Sell • - -
• • . Anybody Can GUY
MAIN ST. CAR EXCHANGE
AND AUCTION CO.
HopkinsvIlle, Kentucky
George Washington's Elm
Is Wood For Souvenirs
By Jane Eads
Washington - The majestic
95-foot elm tree, in whose shade
many Americans high and low
have stopped to rest in front of
the Capitol, has died of old age.
Estimated to have survived 60
years beyond the normal 100
year life span of the American
elm, the friendly landmark is
being chopped down.
ter until tender, about 7 minu-
tes or less. Drain, saving the
liquid. Serve with cheese sauce.
Cheese Sauce: Make a sauce
of 1 cup liquid from cabbage, 1
cup milk, 4 tablespoons flour and
4 tablespoons butter or margar-
ine. When thickened, remove
from fire and add % cup sred-
ded cheese. Stir until melted;
pour sauce over cabbage, and
sprinkle with 1/4 cup cheese.
Menu: Over-baked pork chops,
browned potatoes, cabbage with
cheese sauce, carrot strips, rad-
ishes and onions, rolls, butter
and blackberry cobbler.
W. A. Frederick, landscape ar-
chitect and horticulturist for the
Capitol, says he has received
hundreds of requests for bits of
wood from the tree for souve-
nirs. Most people, many of them
members of Congress, want the
wood for gavels. Mr. Frederick,
who has been on "The Hill" fir
more than 30 years, tells me he
is trying to meet the requests,
after the bark, infested with eggs
of the European elm beetle is
removed and burned.
The elm, which stood on the
lawn immediately east of the
Senate wing of the Capitol build•
ing, has long been identified as
the George Washington elm. Mr.
Frederick says he hasn't been
able to trace any definite data
on the subject, but tradition has
it Washington sat under the tree
with architects back in 1793
when they were envisioning the
landscaping around the Capitol.
Scientists arrived at the approx-
imate age of the elm by count-
ing the rings in the wood.
Mr. Frederick estimates there
are about 2,500 trees now on the
Capitol grounds. There are some
50 different varieties. Oak, elm
and ash are the dominant heavy
types, but he likes the sophora
trees, which were brought in
from Europe. Visitors, however,
seem to like the southern mag.
nolia best, especially when It is
in bloom and its waxy green
/eaves are at the waxiest.
Mr. Frederick plans to let the
ground where the George Wash-
ington Elm stood rest for about
ihursda , Jul
a year
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BE SURF THE WATER -
HEATER YOU BUY HAS THESE
0 Rust-Resistant Class-Lined Tank
Like a giant drinking cup, a Fowler tank h
lined with smooth, flawless glass-like porcelain
for perfect protection haunt tank rust.
An element that never gets red, yet produces
just as much heat as those which do. The
advantages? . They're safer . . they last
longer. . they're economical.
You get 20 years of assured service with a
Fowler. Every domestic glass-lined water
heater is backed by a 20-yr. prorated warranty.
SEE THE COMPLETE LINE
Come in and see the complete line of Fowler
water heaters; round models, tabletop models,
'mall 5 gallon models -a unit for every need.
Easy terms, of course.
Hamby Electric Service & Supply
No. Harrison St. Phone
iiiii ilriPtIkikIl....141,41111111111111.1.11.111/11111 111
Declaration of Independence
TIIE men-and women-who trudged wearily acrossthe prairies of Illinois, the grasslands of Kansas, the
deserts of Arizona, knew that independence was not just
a word on a parchment scroll in Washington.
They knew, and we must realize, that independence
and liberty are more than phrases to be dusted off or
the Fourth of July. They're a way of life.
They're our way of life.
We fought to gain them in 1776. We've fought to main-
tain them countless times since. Each generation has had
to fiLzht to hold the independence it inherited. That sl .,•it
of independence, 'our inherent belief in our right to liberty,
is our greatest natural resource. It's just as important 111
the coal and iron in our hills, the oil that flows from tiis
earth, and the streams that water our land.
Our independence and freedoni may never, like (Tie
walls of Jericho, be tumbled down all at once, but there Is
equal danger from those who would destroy
by brick. Setf-reliance, energy, and ambition have made
America great. They can keep her great. 
them, brick
KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
INCORPOR Alai)
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Even if scientists discover
ways to build atomic power
plants on a large scale, the basic
raw material — uranium — is
scarce. Operation of the plants
would be limited to the amount
of uranium that can be found in
the world. Operation Bootstrap
Is investigating one way to get
around this.
Atomic bombs and power
plants must have a fissionable
material as a base. A fissionable
material is an element whose
atoms will split by chain reac-
tion and give out energy.
'In the atomic bortib project the
fissionable material is produced
from uranium by the huge atom-
ic installations at enormous cost.
Uranium is divided into sister
elements, U-235 and U-238. U-235
is fissionable U-238 is not. There
are 140 times as much U-238 as
U-235. The U-238 can be turned
THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
LOUIS KAYOES WALCOTT—Champion Joe Louis (right) stands over Challenger Jersey Joe Walcott after sending him down for the
count in the 11th round of their heavyweight title bout at Yankee Stadium, New York. (June 25) Referee Frankie Fullam (left)
moves in to start the count. (AP Wirephoto).
into a fissionable material, pul-
tonium, but the present process
uses as much U-235 as it creates
plutonium out of U-238. ,So
there's no profit in it.
Now scientists hope to "breed"
fissionable material from U-238
and from another element, theor-
ium. The quantity of fissionable
material they create would heat
and electrify as a by-product.
There are two big advantages
of the new method: (1).U-238 is
140 times as abundant as its sis-
ter element, U-235. That means
A "Sunday golfer" hooked. The
ball hit a woman driving a car
and the car turned over. The
occupants, permanently dis-
abled and disfigured, sued for
$50,000.
If you play golf, you need
our Comprehensive Personal
Liability Insurance.
the raw product from which they
come, uranium, will be made to
produce much more fissionable
material than by present meth-
ods if U-238 can be used effi-
ciently, and (2) it would add a
new element, thorium, to the
raw materials from which fis-
sionable materials can be pro-
duced in quantity. There is es-
t'mated to be from three to four
times as much thorium as uran-
ium in the world.
The "breeding" is done this
way: The scientists start off with
a pile of U-235. They place the
other materials, called "fertile
materials" — U-238 and thorium,
which are radio active but not
fissionable — in the pile. This
"fertile material" then becomes
fissionable and thus is itself an
atomic fuel.
The success of Operation Boot-
strap depends upon how efficient
the scientists can make the pro-
cess. At present most fissionable
material has to come from the
elaborate atomic plants that have
been constructed at a cost of
more than two billion dollars.
The new process, if successful,'
would permit more material to
by-pass these plants.
In a practical way, here's what
Operation Bootstrap means: The
British use about 50 billion kil-
owatt hours of electricity a year.
They estimate it would take 1,000
tons of uranium to produce that
much electricity. But the world's
entire production of uranium in
1939 — the, last year for which
figures are available — was only
1,000 tons.
How much uranium there is in
to Get Your Car Ready for
Spring and Summer
Driving
We Have the Right Equipment—
Experienced Men — Best Quality Products
• Tune. Motor
• Change Oil
• Change Grease in
Transmission and
Differential
• Check Tires
• Check Battery
• Wash and Polish
Adjust Brakes
Drain and Flush
Radiator
Vacuum Clean
Check Radio
Check Steering
Criss-cross Tires
Check Fan Belt
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the world and the rate at which
it is being mined are official
secrets, but the British say the
known figures are significant.
They say that on this basis, atom-
ic energy on a great scale, does-
n't seem feasible.
If Operation Bootstrap is suc-
cessful, the whole picture is
changed, because the supply of
"atomic fuel" would be increas-
ed many times. Meanwhile this
is Bacher's advice:
Don't believe all the wild pre-
dictions you hear of atomics.
"Some, like nuclear pills to
put in your gas tank, are just
plain nonsense", he says.'
Markets Chickens
Every Two Weeks
Robbie Dorroh, of Lyon
county, who has it so arranged
that he will be marketing chick-
ens every two weeks, is off to
a good start, notes Warren H.
Gardner, county agent. From 500
chicks, Dorroh raised 496 birds,
selling them at a net profit of
$233 above feed costs and price
of chicks. From another hatch-
ing of 500 chicks, he raised 485,
selling them at a net profit of
$168. Dorroh is planning to
house 600 pullets this fall, and
will sell hatching eggs.
PRINCETON
LUMBER CO.
S. Seminary St.
Phone 260
Thrifty Homemakers
A new idea in thrift was pres-
ented to Homemakers of Madi-
son county by Home Agent
Priscilla Roger, when she showed
them how to recover umbrellas.
Using a plastic material which
is both attractive and inexpen-
sive, the women found the cost
was lass than 50 cents. an um-
brella. Although taffeta was
more expensive, its use proved
to be a saving over readymade
covers. Forty-one umbrellas were
covered during the last month.
All 1948 city taxes become due July 1,
1948, and if paid by July 20, 1948, will receive
a 2 percent discount. Save the discount by pay-
ing before July 20, 1948.
All water accounts become due the first of
each month, and if not paid by the 18th of the
month are subject to a 10 percent penalty.
All upkeep charges on Cedar Hill cemetery
lots are due and payable at the collector's office.
I favor a speedy repeal of the Taft-Hartley law. I favor the
veterans writing their own bill because I believe they are the
only ones qualified to do so. I do not favor sending billions of
dollars to Europe while thousands of our service men are homeless
and our war debt not being paid.
With God's help and your vote we all will be represented in
Congress, not just a few individuals.
A MARY BARRON tai-
lored slip of Bur-mil* crepe
has the grand elegance and
the perfect behavior that re-
sults from the patented
"Biestrait"design. No rid-
ing up! No strap tugging!
No twisting at hips and
waist—and no front or side
seams to show.
Bur-Mil' Crepe:'
Tearose and white. For
correct fit, give your
brassiere size. Sizes 32.-
44, 314-3954.
• ELECTRIC FANS
• THERMOS JUGS
• WATER KEGS
• ICE CREAM FREEZERS
• ELECTRIC HEDGE TRIMMER
Zenith Washing Machine and Coolerator
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS PAINT' STORE
Tax Assessment
Duty Belongs To
Citizens At Home
Governor Promises
Legislative Support Of
Reeves' Move For
Better Methods
Kentucky's property assess-
ment and tax problems were
discussed from many angles at
the annual meeting of County
Tax Commissioners held at Lex-
ington.
George W. Mitchell, tax econ-
omist for the Federal Reserve
Bank of Chicago, declared that
if local county and city govern-
ments want to remain truly in-
dependent they must assume
their responsibility of doing a
more equitable job of assessing
property and collecting taxes.
Mitchell said this same problem
exists in many states and some
of them are doing something
about it. Utah recently com-
pleted a re-assessment job of all
property in the state, while Iowa
has tried to solve its problem by
giving life appointments to de-
puty tax commissioners.
Jess B. Thomas, Department of
Revenue official, called attention
to Kentucky's Constitution, which
requires that property he listed
for taxation at what it would
bring on the open market. But
most of it, he said, is listed at
less than 50 percent of what it is
worth and some at less than 10
percent.
Albert W. Noonan, Chicago tax
expert, speaking before the tax
commissioners observed t hat
some Kentucky counties were
too poor to support a good as-
sessment system and offered the
suggestion that sparsely populat-
ed counties in Kentucky should
voluntarily merge for property
assessment purposes. He said the
minimum requirement for an as-
sessment district should be 10,000
population and property worth
$10,000,000. Only 33 of Kentuc-
ky's 120 counties meet these re-
quirements.
H. Clyde Reeves, Commission-
er of Revenue, pointed out that
the Commonwealth receives lit-
tle revenue from local property
taxes. The interest of the Reve-
nue Department is in seeing a
fair and equitable assessing job
Don't confuse with second grade tires. These are TOP QUALITY
B. F. Goodrich Silvertowns.
600x16--4 ply
650x16-4 ply
700x20-8 ply
700x20-10 ply
750x20- 8 ply
750x20-10 ply
825x20-10 ply
825x25-12 ply
400x15-4 ply
400x19 4 ply
500x15 4 ply
550x16-4 ply
600x16-4 ply
600x16-6 ply
9x24 4 ply
10x28-4 ply
10x38-4 ply
10x38-6 ply
11x38 4 ply
11x38 -6 ply
$16.40
19.80
39.80
51.50
51.25
68.00
70.50
80.75
$11.40
13.10
13.15
14.85
16.30
20.65
40.00
54.85
70.30
80.75
80.15
91.90
Allowance
On Old Tire
$ 4.45
4.60
7.50
10.00
10.00
13.00
13.50
15.50
$ 2.70
3.10
3.10
3.70
3.80
4.85
9.25
12.75
16.35
18.75
18.55
21.35
$11.95
15.20
32.50
41.50
41.25
55.00
57.00
65.25
$ 8.70
10.00
10.05
11.15
12.50
15.80
30.75
42.10
53.95
62.00
61.60
70.55
Every tire guaranteed to be free from defects in workmanship
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PLANE CRASHES IN HOUSE-A Navy Plane, one of two that crashed in Detroit, Mich., smould-
ers in front yard of house as firemen stand beside the body of one of the pilots (left foreground)
that was killed in the crash. (AP Wirephoto)
done that will meet needs of the
local governing unit. Local gov-
ernment must assume responsi-
bility for meeting certain ex-
penses of government, or it will
disappear; and that is not the
road to democracy. The only way
for counties to do this is to as-
sess property properly and ad-
just tax rates to finance the ser-
vice that taxpayers want to buy.
Blanket assessment increases are
forced upon the Kentucky Tax
Commission by a poor job of
local assessing, Reeves said.
Governor Earle Clements
speaking at the annual Tax
Commissioners' dinner promised
to support legislation to improve
Kentucky's property-tax assess-
ment methods. He said gross in-
equalities in property assessment
in the state are handicapping
Kentucky's economic growth. The
Governor also announced his
support of the proposed consti-
tutional amendment to increase
the state school equalization fund
from the present 10 percent to
25 percent.
Before adjourning the Tax
Commissioners Association elect-
ed James Snowden, Clark coun-
ty, president; Wm. J. Lynch, Fay-
ette county, vice-president, and
re-elected W. J. Helm, McCrack-
en county, secretary
-treasurer.
Friendship
Improving the entrance to
homes or farms was the major
lesson given by club leaders at
the last meeting. The minor les-
son dealt with treatment of
shrubs.
The scripture lesson was read
by Mrs. H. C. Adams, recrea-
tion by Mrs. Leon Cummins.
Eight members and 13 visitors
were present.
Members: Mesdames H. C.
Adams, Floyd Hunter, Demon ,
Morris, W. A. Newson, Hermanit
Oliver, Harold Smith, Willie
Wyatt and Mrs. S. P. Davis.
Visitors: Mesdames Ray Mar-
tin, John Haile, Bernice Jones,
Gray Brasher; Misses Ethel Hop-
per, Wilma Vandiver, Florence
Oliver, and children Charles
Smith Skees, Douglas Newsom,
Sue and Sandra White, Leo
Cummins and Shellie White III.
The next meeting will be July
21 with Mrs. Leon Cummins
as hostess.
Refreshments were served by
the hostess Mrs. Willie Wyatt
and Miss Florence Oliver, Mrs.
Bernice Jones and Mrs. Gray
Brasher.
Crider
Crider Homemakers' Club met
with Mrs. Charles Wilson. The
meeting was called to order by
Mrs. Hugh Yates, president.
Devotional was read by Mrs.
'Williamson and the thought for
the day was by Loraine Murphy.
The following officers were
elected for the coming year: Mrs.
Hugh Yates, president; Mrs.
Leslie Bright, vice president:
Mrs. Williamson, recreation lead-
er and Mrs. Arlie Vinson, secre-
tary-treasurer.
Mrs. Ralph Griffin gave the
major project on pruning ever-
greens, treatment of Boxwoods,
the proper way to cut roses and
making farm entrances attrac-
tive.
Mrs. Hayes told club members
how to make a company meal a
success. Mrs. Williamson con-
ducted a word quiz during the
social hours.
Mrs. Ray Martin, county pres-
ident, attended. Twelve mem-
bers and one visitor were
present.
Swiss Auto Race Off
Lugano, Switzerland - AP -
Promoters of the Grand Prix of
Lugano automobile races sched-
uled here for August 22 have
abandoned the event because of
financial difficulties.
Glider Record Set
Locarno, Switzerland - AP -
A new altitude record for Swiss
gliders has been established over
the Magadino plain here. Glid-
er pilot Karl Ruckstuhl of Zu-
rich unhooked from a powered
craft at 200 meters altitude and
his glider attained a total alti-
-...ibtude of 4 meters.
Soil Supervisors
To Meet July 16
State Association Will
Hear National Leaders
At Bowling Green
Frankfort, June 30 - Kent
Leavitt, New York, president of
the National Association of Soil
Conservation districts, will be
guest speaker at the annual
meeting of the State Association
of Soil Conservation district su-
pervisors to be held in Bowling
Green July 16 and 17, it is an-
nounced by the Kentucky Asso-
ciation of Soil Conservation dis-
trict supervisors.
Other principal talks at the
two-day meeting are scheduled
to be delivered by Commissioner
of Conservation Henry Ward, the
Rev. Homer E. Johns, Paducah,
Methodist minister; State Con-
servationist H. K. Gayle, Lex-
ington.
Scheduled to make commit-
tee reports at the meeting are:
A Threlkeld, Corinth, presi-
dent's report; Marshall K. Qualls,
director of the Division of Soil
and Water Resources, annual re-
port of the division's operations;
James B. Claypool, assistant di-
rector, will speak en the Con-
servation Caravan, slated to be
held in September and October;
Mrs. Elizabeth A. Taylor, su-
pervisor of conservation educa-
tion, on Conservation Work Shop.
Paying Their Way
London- AP -Tax on betting
through the totalisator (pari-
mutuels) at Britain's grey-hound
racing tracks brought the gov-
ernment 2,042,515 pounds ($8,-
166,060) during the first three
months this year, the treasury
Art Ages Profitably
Paris - AP - Towards the
end of his life, a South Sea Is-
land cemetery keeper turned
down a painting Paul Gauguin
offered him for two and half
francs (then about half a dollar).
Recently in this centennial year
of Gauguin's birth, one of his
minor early works brought 492,-
350 francs ($1,640) at the Hotel
Drouot, Paris auction center.
The sale was the first public
auction in Paris of a Gauguin
work since 1042. A,13 by 15 inch
landscape of a scene in Brittany,
it was painted under the inclu-
ence of Camille Pissarb, whom
critics now rate below Gauguin.
Paris art experts say that in the
unlikely event that one of Gau-
guin's major works went on sale,
it would easily fetch two to three
million francs ($6,700 to $10,000).
(In the United States some of
Gauguin's works have brought
two to three times that amount)
Double Wedlock
East Lansing, Mich. - AP -
Two of Michigan State's star
football players recently were
married on the same day. George
Guerre, fleet tailback from Flint,
Mich., married Pat Whitmore of
Lansing in the latter city, and
Pete Fusi, veteran tackle, also
from Flint, wed Beatrice Rossie
in Flint. Both players will re-
turn for regular grid duty in
the fall.
Cut parsley very fine with a
kitchen scissors and use for gar-
nishing, for salad-making and
for cooking. Cut in this way the
leaves will not be bruised un-
necessarily.
The per capita consumption of
Ice cream in the United States
every year averages about 2.9
gallons.
Thurido 
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les''Traditionally Summer "..,
just one of the Dora Dodson
sun-stealers with a jacket that
makes you right for town, right
for play time. Striped cotton
madras in brown, purple, black.
7 co Is. $14.44
Other Doris Dodson Juniors just
as smart as this attractive style
103.1FJP1P1gRI@NIPIPANFOrgalEM.N.N.
Ladies
SANDALS
$11.95
Zombie Green, Red or White
SANDALS
$2.95
Men's Loop Lace
OXFORDS
$3.95
COTTON PRINTS
490
yd.
Sew and save on sleep-wear.
dresses, sun togs.
-
JERSEY
$11.49
Blush or White-Slses
SLIPS
36 to 42
Men's
KHAKI PANTS
$2.49
Seconds of Durable khaki
twill . . .
TERRY TOWELS
250
Large hand towels-colored
borders and solid.
Ladies'
SKINTEES
Fit', Like Your Skin
49 ft
Pair
CLOSE
POSTMAN'S
BLUE
$11.79
OUT
Pair
Another shipment of su
unions, santorized,
size, easy-to-launder. Silt'
48.
Eass to-launder. shoulder
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't Worry About Johnny's 10
test Advice Ot Eciucators
i Taylor Marke says, that obtained I. Q.'s
.wseestuaesi may vary as much as 20 points
!v too much about due to emotional factors."
1. Q. He may be a In School X, points out Sister
! one day and turn Mary Corde, every child had
normal, or even a been given a group mental test.
aId, a week later. It was not one of the best avail-
apon emotional fac- able, but the teacher thought
.ter Mary Corde Lo- the results infallible. They were
the first I.Q.'s she had had .for
Corde of the fac- her class.
. 
knoll Teachera Col- What she didn't know was that
N. Y., asks in an Johnny's subnormal score was
!co for The Catho- due to the fact that he was up-
urnal: set because his mother had not
ul Is an:I. Q.?" Her been home to get his breakfast.
much good!" "I have known a child to score
.:iort for Intelligence an I.Q. of 78 due to retarded
pased on a series of reading and to raise it to 97 af-
and is supposed to ter six months' remedial instruc-
ntelligent a child is. tion," says Sister Mary Corde.
Sister Mary Corde, However, she concludes, "we
he examinations are of must not lose faith completely
tests given by quali- in our intelligence scales. Falli-
.1, and the results ble as they are, they are all we
by experienced have."
easy to see what A child may be "gifted" and:k 
.:e can be done to yet not be a high I.Q. As used by
the U. S. Office of Education, a
in knowledge, she "gifted child" may be one With
exceptionally high intellectual
capacity or one who is markedly
superior in some specific direc-
tion—as in art, music, mechan-
ics or scoial leadership. Yet, says
the American Association for
Gifted Children, there are all-
too-numerous cases of gifted
STOP TERMITE DAMAGE
Flying ants may be termites--
possibly in your home. A FREE
TERMINIX INSPECTION will
give you accurate information
on the extent of termite dam-
age in your property. Don't de-
lay, call today!
STEGER LUMBER CO.
Phone 517-.1
Authorised Representative of
Ohio Valley Termini, Corp_
CE
As Adv•rilsod hi fl. soar'
TERMINIX
You can buy the regular KURFEES quality
paint HERE at the same prices you paid last
year. Come in today and make your dollars
count by buying KURFEES quality paints
at a reasonable price.
. B. RUSSELL LUMBER YARD
Reamaawal
•••••••••••••••••••00.0
Phone 573
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DEWEY ACCEPTS NOMINATION AT PHILADELPHIA — Showing a slight trace of a beard, Gov. Thomas E. Dewey of
New York extends his left arm during address before GOP convention at Philadelphia, Pa., at which he accepted presidential
nomination. Dewey is first Republican nominee to get the convention nod after having been defeated. (AP Wirephoto)
children whose capabilities are
not- understood and who become
anti-social or even misuse their
talents.
Conceited parents are perhaps
the gieatest danger to the gifted
child, say Rhea K. Broadman
and Gertrude Hildreth in the
miagazine Understanding T h e
Child.
Such parents "forget all about
a child's right to be a child and
proceed instead to the intensive
artificial cultivation of t h e
child's gifts . . . Too often the
gifted child is treated like a
minature adult; he is rushed
into scholastic 'long pants' as
possible . . . These parents are
disappointed later when the child
loses interest in developing his
talent and fails to live up to the
expectations for him."
Bass Fingerling
Crop Excellent
The bass fingerling crop at Di-
vision of Game and Fish hatch-
eries is excellent this season, the
Fisheries Deparement reports,
and all sportsmen's clubs are re-
ceiving increased numbers of fish
this year.
This report was forthcoming
after the first few weeks of dis-
tribution in the Sixth and Ninth
districts, when it was found the
number! of fingerlings at the Wil-
liamsburg. hatchery was almost
double the previous high for that
station.
Already 40,000 baby fish have
been taken from this site and al-
most that many more remain,
the department believes. The
previous high for Williamsburg
was 37,000.
The division believes the num-
ber of fingerlings at ponds at
Glasgow, Ashland and Pikeville
also is much greater than in pre-
vious years and with this in
mind, increased numbers of fish
are being allotted each club. Dis-
tribution will continue in other
districts in rapid order, with tho
Seventh being the next on the
list.
According to tradition baby
boys are generally dressed in
pink and baby girls in blue, but
in some parts of the United
States this tradition is reversed.
ALWAYS FOR A BETTER
BUY, TRY .. .
Homogenized
GRADE A
Pasteurized
MILK
It is richer, sweeter, better tasting, and contains
the vitamins necessary to good health.
PRINCETON CREAMERY
Phone 161
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Friends Of State
Fair Organized
Officers and directors have
been elected by Friends of The
Kentucky State Fair, Inc., and
invitations are being extended
to business and farm leaders
throughout Kentucky to join
with them. A meeting of the en-
tire membership will be held
soon to ask action or make rec-
ommendations pertaining to the
State Fair which the members
decide are necessary.
Purpose of Friends of The Ken-
tucky State Fair, Inc., as ex-
plained in the articles of incor-
poration, are: "to advance the
work of a greater Kentucky
State Fair for the purposes of
promoting and pursuing the ag-
ricultural, industrial, commercial
and natural resources of Ken-
tucky and to that end to lend
the corporation's influence to the
development of an educational
Kentucky State Fair, free from
political interferences and with
continuity of qualified competent
management."
Officers includ e, president,
John Ransom, Associated Indus-
tries of Kentucky; first vice-pres-
ident, Samuel R. Guard, editor
of Breeder's Gazette; vice-presi-
dent, L. S. Anderson, Mayfield,
president of the West Kentucky
Purebred Livestock Association;
vice-president, Miss Nola Min-
ton, Barbourville, Minton Hick-
ory Farm, breeder of saddle-
horses, Guernsey, Holstbin and
Jersey cattle and Hampshire
hogs; vice-president, Ben 'Wil-
liamson, Ashland; vice-president,
Joe Richardson, editor of The
Glasgow Times; vice-president,
Neil Dalton, Courier-Journal and
Times; treasurer, Carl Camen-
isch, Kentucky Jersey Cattle
Club; secretary, Kenneth P. Vin-
sel; directors, H. L. Covert,
Shelbyville, president of Old
Old Kentucky Polled Hereford
Association; R. B. Diehl, Junior
Chamber of Commerce; R. H.
Proctor, Kentucky Farm Bu-
reau; R. Willis Stout, Jefferson
County Farm Bureau; C. J. Cro-
nan, Jr., American Saddle-horse
Association.
The organization membership
consists of 82 organizations and
individuals. This number is be-
ing increased as invitations go
out to the farm and business
leaders.
ONE-UNIT HEARING AID
Forget old-st vie hearing aids. The One-
Unit Beltene banishes all their familiar
discomforts. No more big, bulky, sep-
arate battery packs .. 
' 
dangling bat-
tery wires. No painful harsh noises,
hollow undertones, "static". Learn to-
day how much better, more clearly,
happily, you can now really hear/
Paul Morton, Spec. Rep
I.ynn Grove, Ky.
SEND NOW FOR FREE ROOK ON NEARING
Ple.ete send me. writhmet ..ett 0 nialeetine the
neer F It 115 hcmblet el Intereeting let to •heet
i)fANK5diANi,HCWiOOVILlitt-'0111( IT.
BELTONR HEARING SERVICE
Box 727 Paducah, Ky.
Ky. Farm News
Through a wool pool which
operated for the 21st consecutive
year, Taylor county farmers sold
12,000 pounds of wool for
$6,339.
The Berry Homemakers Club
in Harrison county reports that
during the last month 12 more
rural mail boxes were stenciled
with owners names.
Boyd county seed dealers es-
timate that more than two-thirds
of the seed corn sold this year
was U. S. 13, followed by Ky.
103 yellow and Ky. 203 white
corn.
About half of the 1,200 tobac-
co growers in Clinton county
fertilized their fields at the rate
of 1,000 pounds to the acre.
Eleven homemakers in Hart
county made "wool suits costing
$193.26 which they valued at
$795.
Hybrid popcorn is being
grown this year in Butler coun-
ty by 18 4-H club members.
It is estimated that more than
2,000 acres of Ky. 31 fescue have
been seeded in Muhlenberg
county during the last two years.
One hundred 4-H club girls
participated in the Shelby coun-
ty style revue contest.
Convenient kitchen devices be-
ing made by Ballard counts
homemakers include spice racks
on doors, equipment racks in
drawers, removable shelv e s,
racks for silver, and stools to
raise the dishpan in the sink.
In Grayson county, 193 farm-
ers are receiving from four to
six cents more a dozen for eggs
since they are grading them.
The Meade County Farm Bu-
reau contributed $60 to pay the
expenses of the delegation of 10
boys and girls who attended 4-H
Week in Lexington.
Roscoe Teague of Knox county !
produced 185 crates of strawber-
ries on one and three-fourths ,
acres.
About 500 acres of soybeans
for oil are being grown in Bul-
litt county.
Agents Trained In
Forestry Program
Additional impetus for the
farm forestry program of the Col-
lege of Agriculture and Home
Economics, University of Ken-
tucky, was given in a series of
training meetings for all county
agents in the state. After attend-
ing these two-day schools, the
agents were able to take back to
farmers the latest information on
information on tree identifica-
timber production. Included was
tion, timber estimating and silvi-
cultural practices.
District conferences where the
forestry training was given were
held at Corbin, Jackson, Shelby-
ville, Williamstown, Morehead,
Meyfield, Princeton, Danville,
Leitchfield and Sulphur Wells.
Insurance
You can't get it by wire
After your home's on tire.
Get It Here
‘'here the Golden Rule
Applies.
Ins. Agency
Phone 54
— 117 W. Main St
Princeton, Ky.
College Radio Schedule
Rural housing will be discus-
sed by Robert S. Skinner on
July 5, on the University of Ken-
tucky College of Agriculture and
Home Economics radio program
heard over WHAS at 12:45 p.m.
Programs to .be heard at that
same hour on succeeding days
will be: July 6, Miss Lyda
Sutherland, "4-H Club Camps";
July 7, Robert H. Ford, "Farm
Newscasts"; July 8, W. W. Ma-
gill, "Canning Home -Grown
Peaches", and July 9, "Questions
from Farm People." On July 10,
at 12:15 p.m., Miss Dorothy
Threlkeld, clothing specialist,
will discuss "Tips in Laundering
Summer Dresses".
BEST BY
TASTE TEST
Bill Mick
Guaranteed
Radio Service
109 SHORT ST.
HOPKINSVILLE
wicarson
for
Women's Wear
"Not More, But Bet-
r Merchandise"
exclusively yours
(Incorporated)
ALONG THE WAY
PAUSE FOR COKE
comm UNDER AUTHORITY Of THE COCA-COLA COMPANY SY
HOPHINSVILLE COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY
Ci 1941, Ti,. Coca Cola Company
MR. WHEAT
FARMER!
We Have A Supply Of Good Quality New Ones
We will receive your WHEAT
at our tlour Mill
at 210 E. Main St.
IFILANCIETON Alt ILS
Princeton, Ky. - - - Phone 10
Pa .e Twelve
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Chapman One Of
Few Experts On
Tobacco laws
Has Fought Growers'
Battles In Congress
For 22 Years With
Much Success
(EIT ASSOCIATED PRIM)
Washington — The tobacco
growers of the nation are going
to miss the influence Kentucky's
Virgil Chapman, Paris, has exer-
cised in the House.
That is the consensus of his
fellows who have seen him in
22 years of service as a repre-
sentative become "one of our
few experts if not the only ex-
pert in the field of tobacco leg-
islation."
He is leaving the House to
seek the Senate seat now held by
Republican John Sherman Coop-
er, Somerset, who, as a matter
of record, wants to retain it.
In the closing days of Congress
Chapman foffd time to write a
history of tobacco legislation
and made it available to fellow
congressmen. It told the story
of farm legislation from 1933
onward and was printed in The
Congressional Record.
And, as one of his last official
acts, he set fourth his idea of
what the future program for to-
bacco should be.
He suggested that growers
specialize in quality instead of
quantity in producing the leaf.
He called for a continuation
of the production-adjustment
program with sufficient appropri-
ations for measuring land, en-
forcing quotas, and administer-
ing the acts dealing with grad-
ing, market reports, and stocks
and standards.
He expressed the hope that fu-
ture Congresses will encourage
chemical research with a view
toward finding new uses for to-
bacco so that low-grade leaf will
not have to compete with finer
grades.
'When I go fishing with a ny-
Cattle Prices Steady
On Monday's Market
Pliers on the Pi lneoton Live-
stock Market Monday were fair-
ly steady with last week; hogs
topping at $28.25, up 50 cents,
and No. 1 vests $26, down $1.
Remaining the same were prices
for long fed steers, topping at
$34; short fed steers, $31; med-
ium quality butcher cattle, $26;
baby beeves, $30; canners and
cutters, $18; stock cattle, $27, and
feeder cattle, $28. Fat cows top-
ped at $22, down $1, and bulls
$22.50, down 75 cents. Milk
cows sold for $69 to $130, best
spring lambs $28.50 and med-
ium spring lambs $23.50. Total
head sold was 1,342.
Flagpole (limber At 91
Houston, Tex. — AP — At
91, E. E. Pullman still climbs
flagpoles. Until 10 years ago, he
had a hand in erecting most of
the tall smokestacks around
Houston. Now he's in semi-re-
tirement but when the halyard
slipped from a 50-foot flagpole
in his front yard, he shinnied
to the top and fixed it. English-
born, he got his start as a sailor.
Ion line that will hold the big-
gest fish I ever hope to catch,
and I am told that it was made
of coal, water, and air," he said,
"I cannot help wondering what
potentialities there may be in a
hand of pungent, aromatic, fra-
grant tobacco."
Touching on the subject of to-
bacco exports, he suggested the
Government should help rebuild
the foreign market for Dark
tobacco and enlarge the outlet
for Burley.
He urged the maintenance of
price supports as "the only ab-
solute insurance the farmers
have against a return to mar-
keting conditions" under which
the producer was the only leaf
handler "who didn't receive a
fair proportion of the consum-
er's dollar."
He also recommended that the
growers work together with all
of the soil-conservation pro-
gram undertaken in 1934.
CRITTENDEN COUNTY FAIR
July 6, 7, 8 and 9
Crayne Field, Marion, K)e.
"BIGGER AND BETTER THAN EVER"
Trotting and Pacing Races Daily
Horse Shows Three Nights
Team Pulling Contest Opening Night
LIVESTOCK SHOW
FARM EXHIBIT
Bluegrass State Shows on Grounds All Week
Rides, Concessions, Entertainment
A Week of Fun for Everyone
Sponsored by American Legion
Woodland Owners
Get New Service
State To Help Establish
Sound Forestry Prac-
tices On Timber
Frankfort, June 30 — A new
consulting service, designed to
give expert advice and assistance
to woodland owners who agree
to practice sound forest manage-
ment, has been inaugurated by
the Division of Forestry, it is
announced by State Forester
Harold B. Uewland.
About 150,000 individuals and
companies own more than 11,-
000,000 acres of forests and
woodlands in Kentucky, said
Newland, while little of the area
is being managed systematically
for maximum yields and profits.
"By following simple sound
forestry practices it is possible
for owners to grow more timber
of better quality and at greater
profit", said Newland.
The consulting service will be
performed by regular Division
foresters in most parts of the
State. A special program known
as the Bluegrass Consulting For-
estry Project has been initiated
in eighteen central and northern
counties where little forestry
work has been done in the past.
K. G. McConnell, a forester with
long experience, will head the
Bluegrass Project.
Since objectives of the pro-
gram are improvement of forest
practices and an increased annual
timber growth in Kentucky,
timber cruises for sale purposes
only or appraisal surveys will
not be made.
Enlists In Army
Dempsey W. Wright, 18, son of
Mrs. Martha M. Hart, Cobb,
Route 1, and a recent high school
graduate has enlisted in the Reg-
ular Army for a period of 2
years, it is announced this week.
He was sent to Fort Knox for
eight weeks of basic 'training.
30,000 Monthly Is
(Continued from Page One)
consist of 12 regular Army di-
visions. Back-stopping these reg-
ular divisions will be six Na-
tional Guard divisions, and sup-
porting elements such as anti-
aircraft artillery and service
troops.
The Guard divisions, like the
regular Army outfits, will be at
full strength, fully equipped and
ready to go. The six Guard di-
visions will not be the only ones,
but will be those picked for
building up quickly to fighting
strength.
Royall said when the new reg-
ular Army - National Guard
strength goal is attained "we
will be able to organize for the
first time since the close of hos-
tilities a really effective mobile
striking force."
The new draftees and recruits
will get their basic military
schooling at training centers es-
tablished by eight regular Army
training divisions, located at
these places: Forts Ord., Calif.;
Jackson, S. C.; Dix, N. J.; Knox,
Ky.; Riley, Kans., and Camps
Chafee, Ark.; Breckinridge, Ky.,
Pickett, Va. The first four cen-
ters already are in operation, the
others will be made ready.
16,000 For Campbell
Washington — Camp Campbell
on the Tennessee-Kentucky line
will be reactivated by next Jan.
1 with a planned full strength
of 16,000 men, an Army official
said.
The Department of the Army
official, who declined use of his
name, said the post would thus
become one of the largest train-
ing centers for draftees.
ATTENTION
AUTOMOBILE, TRUCK AND TRACTOR OWNERS!
BRING US YOUR MECHANICAL TROUBLES.
We have with us Mr. Wesley Watson, of Lyon County, with 25
years of mechanical experience.
We also have Mr. Deryl Son, who has just completed a course in
Studebaker Service School under factory training.
STUDEBAKER CARS AND TRUCKS
JOHN DEERE TRACTORS AND FARM EQUIPMENT
ROBINSON IMPLEMENT CO.
Hopkinsville Road Phone 127-J
Classified Ads
Fon SALE: Conn "C" Melody
saxaphone; silver with gold
mouth. All attachments in-
cluded with leather case. See
Dorothy Ann Davis or call
750 after 5 o'clock. tfc
WANTED: Ambitious man to
call on Caldwell county farm-
ers to render them a service
through a nationally known
organization. If you are be-
tween 25 and 45, have a car
and can sell to farmers write
me a letter in detail about
yourself. Ability to sell to
farmers will make the right
man $2,500 to $5,000 yearly.
C. C. F. B., c-o The Princeton
Leader. 3tp
FOR SALE: 5 room house at
424 E. Main street in same
block as graded school; auto-
matic gas heat and hot water.
Call 403J or see after 4:30
P.M. ltp
FOR SALE: One, 32-volt light
plant; used four months; auto
matic control. See Joe Dar
nell, Midway Grocery, Daw-
son Road. 3tp
Young married couple that are
former residents of Princeton,
desires small house or an
apartment in Princeton by
August 15. (House preferred).
References furnished on re-
quest. Please write-- Western
State Teachers College, P. 0.
Box 34, Bowling Green, Ky.
3tc
4 acres; 4-room house; basement
located 5 miles from Prince
ton; stock barn; close to school
and church on rock road;
spring watered well and cis
tern; young orchard land in
blue grass. Priced to sell. The
United Farm Agency; office in
rear of K. C. Morse's Grocery
FOR SALE: 80-gallon electric
water heater, late model, 20-
year guarantee. Was used two
months. Bargain for cash. Can
be seen at Lusby Heating
Co., where additional informa-
tion also may be obtained. tfp
FOR SALE: One carbide welder
with four points and 20 ft. of
hose; good condition. Sefiloe
Darnell, Midway Grocery
Dawson Road. 3tp
HOUSEKEEPER WANTED: Re-
fined white lady, under 40 for
an employed business party;
light work; your own boss. $15
a week. Send photo if possible.
Will send bus ticket. Write
particulars. Box 21, Porter St.
Station. Detroit, Mich. ltp
BATTERIES
With a written guarantee for
your car, truck or tractor. Get
our mice. Hodge Motor and
Implement Company. Phone
87. tic
NOTICE: I have moved my
Watch Repair Shop back to
my Grocery Store on East
Market St. I will atill do your
Watch Repair work on short
notice. Give me a call. D. 1.
Hensley, Jeweler, 602 East
Market St., Princeton. ltp
TIRES
With a written guarantee for car
truck or tractor. Get our price
Hodge Motor and Implement
Company. Phone 87. tic
You can save 2.5 cents of your
paint dollar by using RED
SPOT. Joiner's. tfc
Kennedy and Stallins — Elect-
rical contractors; REA wiring
a specially. Work guaranteed.
Phone 3654 or 541-W. tfc
FOR SALE: Restaurant fixtures
and Stock. Will sell reasonable.
Stucco Inn, one block from
Hosiery Mill. 808 Washington
St., Princeton, Ky. ltp
SEAT COVERS
Guraanteed not to rip or fade.
For your car or truck. Instal-
lation by experts at no extra
cost. Hodge Motor and Imple-
ment Company. Phone 87. tfe
FOR RENT: 3 room apartment.
Private bath and stoker-fired
furnace. Apply at McConnell
Electric Company. ltc
You can save 25 cents of your
paint dollar by using RED
SPOT. Joiner's. tfc
FOR SALE: Three complete
rooms of furniture. Practical-
ly new. 424 E. Market. Phone
832-J. ltp
SAVE MONEY
Buy engineered Mo-Par parts
and accessories for your
Chrysler-built automobiles and
trucks. Hodge Motor and Im-
plement Company. Phone 87
tfc
Two, three and five-room apart-
ments now available; recon-
ditioned. Inquire at Bill's Auto
Store, 128 East Main Street. ltc
PIANOS — RADIa.Y6— ORGANS
— SOLO VOX. Top quality,
bottom price. DYE PIANO CO.,
409 S. Main, Hopkinsville, Ky.
Ph. 652-M. 52tp
Summer suits in Gulftone and
Rayon; in browns, tans, blues
and greys. Wood Bros. He
SPINET PIANO: Lovely little
spinet Piano with matching
chair in like new condition
can be had by paying mini-
mum down payment and as-
sume some small monthly pay-
ments. Requirements: Write
Piano, care this paper giving
good credit. Will then notify
where to see this beautiful
little spinet. 3tc
Slack trousers and plain trous-
ers in rayons, sharkskins;
slacks in plains. Wood Bros. He
FOR SALE: 100 acres, 2 mi.
from courthouse on hard road;
plenty timber for building;
RED TAG
SPECIALS
6.00%16 NOW
12111i.Tax
EASY TERMS
Save on other
sizes as well!
ForilNia
QUALITY
for
LESS
ItioNEY/
Famous DAVIS
SAFETY GRIPS
at
NEW LOW PRICES
GUARANTEED
18 MONTHS
The tread that's tops
to wear! Famous for
tnoney-s a v ins extra.
;mileage performance?
WEARWELL TIRES Rocluced, Too!
A Rood economy tire for dependable;$10 95service. Guaranteed 12 months.4.119x16 (Tax Extra)
AMAZING NfW 6 H.P
WIZARD DELUXE
%UM"JIE FLED"
POWER HEAD
INITANY SMOOTH PERFORMANCE. OUICIE
STARTING TONG LIFE. OUT PERFORMS
ANY OUTBOARD IN ITS CLASS. FULLY
GUARANTEE-0.
EASY $159.50
* Wifh
!X"USIVE
,FiAGAIA.puLL
STARTER
1.14
LN\
kot
SAVIaeESTEWRNASSOCIATE STORE
Home Owned
W. Mats St.
Home Operated
By
JOE P. WILCOX
Prineeton
Child Welfare
Workers Needed
Goal Is Trained Agent
In Every County
In Kentucky
Frankfurt, July 30 — Ken-
tucky's goal of a full-time train-
ed child welfare worker in each
county is as yet only a "dream",
but considerable progress has
been made in that direction, Miss
Marjorie M. Wilson, director of
the Child Welfare Division, said
today.
The division, now a part of
the Department of Welfare, will
be transferred to the Depart-
ment of Economic Security as of
July 1.
Miss Wilson explained that 39
of the 120 counties already have
attained the goal, with a num-
ber of counties having a wel-
fare worker assigned to them
alone, and others operating on a
two-county basis. Salaries of the
welfare workers are paid entire-
ly out of federal funds. Local
governments contribute to the
upkeep of the local child welfare
office, including clerical help and
part of the cost of board for
children.
The goal to be attained, said
Wilson, required competent per-
sonnel of a high order.
When employed, student child
welfare workers are given a six-
months orientation course in dis-
trict offices under the supervis-
ion of trained child welfare con-
sultants. Following the orienta-
tion course, workers are sent to
an accredited graduate school of
social work of their choice for
nine months training under an
agreement that the workers Will
remain as a welfare worker for
at least a year after the grad-
uate course is finished.
Notice
I will not be responsible for
debts made by anyone but me.
C. A. Varble. 3tp
plenty water. The United Farm
Agency Office, located in K.
C. Morse's Grocery Store. 3tp
Dress and sport shirts; long and
short sleeves; in solids and
colors. Wood Bros. Ito
FOR SALE:, Underwood type-
writer. Cid model but good.
Can be seen in daily use at
Lyon County Herald office,
Eddyville. tf
Notice
cvtg,tx lioartt of
Education will receive sealed
bide on 5000 bu. of lump coal,
more or less, to be delivered to
the various schools of the county.
All bids must be in the office
of the Caldwell County Board of
Education by 10:00 a.m. July 5,
1938.
The Board reserves the right
to reject any and all bids.
Caldwell County Board of Ed.
By. Floyd E. Jones, Chairman
By. Clifton Clift, Secretary 3tc
Administrator's Notice
All persons knowing themsel-
ves indebted to the estate of the
late Joe Scott, please settle with
me on or before July 24, 1948,
and those holding claims against
the estate will be required to
present same, properly proven,
by the above date.
Ed Scott and Mark Scott,
Administrators (3tp—July 8)
Thursda ,
Administrator's Not.
All person haymi
against the estate of the
Bird K. Eastland, de
present same to the .
for payment on or
1; and all pastor,
themselves indebted to
estate will please come
and settle by the above
John B. and Laura 1,
administrators
I,000
-Book Sporty j
Rome — AP —
1,000 books on Italian
have been collected here
Renato Veschi of the nee
of the Italian National
The library documents
Italian sports for the 1
century. Books are ci;:
by sports and by ,
COM has its office,
galleries of Roo
Stadiun).
,•
We Have
Water Systems on Display!
No longer need you order a water system "sight unseen."
Easing of government regulations now permits us to display
a diversified line of these farm labor savers.
We recommend Fairbanks-Morse Water Systems Decamp
our Investigations convinced is. that they are tops in desim
and construction; tops for giving lastingly dependable 'wire'
tops in assurance of repair parts when you need them... itad
because the line is so complete that we can always offer ths
very best type and size for each individual need.
Drop in and see our display next time you're in town.
B. N. LUSBY
Phone 88
Princeton, Ky.
UZAD RT1RS FOR
Fairbanks-Morse
Vat.* Systom• • Sump Pumps • '"r• • Llabt Mats
•• Corm 51.611en.• Ilas.mas Mills • Wasiber. .
LOVING CUP COFFEE
Delicious Hot or Iced
PICKLED ONIONS 8,7: 28f
reiStki5i4E5 in °masts:. ;Ire 21f
TOMATO JUICE8 46N:can 26(
Banquet Brand
BONED CHICIgN 6 64f
TUNA FISH star s' soNliod. 11,:aciatntif
Home Style, sweet
PICKLED BEETS 19 ox. can,25
PINTO BEANS choice hand 15(
Tri Valley, California
PEACHES in heavy syrup 29(
RIPE OLIVES Jumbo4to or. jar 26ft
Shoe String
POTATOES Pie Nic4 oz. ean 21(
PIMENTOES Deep South7 oz. jar 22f
lb. 39c, 3 Ibs.
PAPER NAPKINS large, 16f
PAPER FORKS 1:: 9f
PORK & BEANSt6S:teottg: 10f
SODA CRACKERS 
€27.::45(
BLENDED JUICE 
Dr. Phillips
"ea:* 221(
'agner
$1.12
PAPER SPOONS 14pinkg
PAPER PLATES nine inchScott County
CATSUP 1
MUSTARD Pp".7:t.h::: 1
FREEZING M IAu 3
WAX PAPER "7:).7.1:12,1:2
JELLY Farm Braf I'd', ;sit: pure. 1
POTTED MEA2Tuz A31:::::: 1
PLAIN OLIVES 7:re: 22
16 or. jar 3PICKLES Bond's Sweet, %hole
CiinEW4 SAUSAGE oz. 10can 17
Ilunt's
FRUIT COCKTAIL 16:221
STUFFED OLIVES:1:7:7.r/
Otikll BUTTER ";::. 29
POTATO SALAD l._1"d: .7: .:r21
SALAD DRESSING 8;),:, 1
FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
CELERY whit's4tald:""e 121t LEMONS 360 MEP, 4107
LETTUCE size five head 121( ORANGES Floridafl lb hag
WEEKEND MEAT SPECIALS
MUTTON for. quarter ...28( MUTTON hind quarter ib.3Ready to Serve Hain, whole or half, lb, 6Se
Listen to "Bing Sings" Daily WSON, Henderson, Ky. 9 A. M.
WVJS 6 P. M. Owensboro, Ky., Week Days
Red Front Stores
MORE FOR YOUR MONEY ALL THE TIME
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